
HOW TO BLOGHOW TO BLOG
SUCCESSFULLYSUCCESSFULLY



The coronavirus pandemic has impacted just about everything,  
and blogging is no exception. 

In a time when so many “best practices” feel dated or even obsolete, many of 
us are looking for new ways to grow our blogs and make a positive impact in 
our readers’ lives. 

That’s why, here at Ultimate Bundles, we interviewed 44 top bloggers to find 
out what strategies are working for them right now. 

We reached out to some of the smartest bloggers we know and asked these 
experts specific, no-nonsense questions, like: 

    During the pandemic, what changes have you made to the  
way you approach blogging? 

    What old blogging strategies haven’t worked as well in this  
challenging time?

    What blogging strategies have been working well for you? 

    What topics are your readers showing the most interest  
in right now?

    What has been the hardest part about blogging during such 
a crazy year?

    What do you think a blogger’s mission should be during  
a time when so many people are scared and suffering?

    Name a blogger or influencer who has really impressed you  
during the pandemic. Who are some bloggers we all could  
learn from watching?

    There are so many social platforms out there. Which have you 
 had the most success with and what strategies are you using  
to grow your fanbase?

    What tips do you have for someone who’s starting a new  
blog right now? 

In this free eBook, you’ll find their answers!

With over 340 pages of blogging wisdom, this eBook gives you the chance to 
learn from the best without spending a dime. We hope you enjoy the insights 
and find inspiration for your own blogger journey. 

Sincerely, 

TheUltimate Bundles Team

HERE’S EXACTLY 
WHAT YOU’LL GET  

IN THIS EBOOK



Q1.
DURING THE 

PANDEMIC, WHAT 
CHANGES HAVE 
YOU MADE TO 
THE WAY YOU 

APPROACH 
BLOGGING?



4 Q1.

  nterestingly, it doesn’t feel like I’ve made 

significant changes to the way I blog. Everything 

I did before continues to work really well.  

I create content people want, offer products they 

need, and promote both heavily. The only thing 

that really changed during this time was to begin 

concentrating more on some topics and less on 

others, but I’ve really always done that whenever 

I noticed seasonal changes or popular trends. It 

was just higher highs and lower lows than usual 

this year.

I

Jennifer Maker, 
JenniferMaker.com

JenniferMaker.com


5 Q1.

 irst, I improved the SEO on my best converting affiliate 

articles (to help make up for Amazon commission cuts and 

offset with volume - both Amazon and Non-Amazon affs), 

Second, I created some more products on both sides of my 

business, and 3rd, related to that, I improved my funnels 

(and created some new ones).

As a result, despite all the cuts on Amazon, a paused affiliate 

and lower ad revenue, my blog income grew...and in fact, 

I had a record profit month in April, followed by 2 much 

strong than expected months in May and June and then a 

new record high profit month (over $31,000) in July.

Oh and I finished paying off $238,000 of debt. I made the 

last payment on July 14th!

F

DebbieGartner, 

The Flooring Girl

TheFlooringGirl.com


6 Q1.

   y niche is exploding because of the pandemic.  

For that reason, I’ve found more joint venture 

partnerships to grow my list and add money to my 

bottom line. Since I don’t have all the answers in 

my niche, affiliate promotions have been great so I 

can truly help my readers. If anything has changed 

or refocused, it’s being laser focused on helping 

my readers with their needs and wants.

M

Kerry Beck, 

Family Ebiz

FamilyEbiz.com


7 Q1.

  nitially, I lost a lot of time. I wasn’t able to  

focus on my business and I found it hard to 

balance kids and work life. I made it a priority  

to outsource more of my work, and I decided  

it’s time to start creating more video content  

- as that’s what people are consuming now  

more than ever.

I

Sarah RenaeClark, 
SarahRenaeClark.com

sarahrenaeclark.com


8 Q1.

 uring the pandemic, I’ve actually made better 

use of my time and learned to focus on the tasks 

that move the needle forward in my blog and 

my business. Since a core focus of my blog is 

productivity, this also lent a greater amount of 

credibility to time management content that I put 

up on the blog in the last 6 months.

D

Shailaja V, 
Blogging & Social Media 

Simplified

ShailajaV.com
ShailajaV.com


9 Q1.

    am not sure whether it is the pandemic or simply 

the season I am in right now in my journey as a 

blogger but my philosophy this year has been to 

work smarter, not just harder. Our to-do lists as 

bloggers are always a mile long and I have come 

to the realization that we can’t do everything.  

We simply can’t. 

I also know that not all blogging tasks give you the 

same return of your investment of time and effort 

so keeping this in mind, I now choose to focus on 

tasks that bring me the best return on investment 

such as creating new digital products and producing 

more valuable content for my readers.

I

Frances Vidakovic, 
 Inspiring Life Dreams

InspiringLifeDreams.com


1 0 Q1.

     focused on updating my website so that it was 

full responsive, had excellent copy and looked 

beautiful. I also worked on setting up a good funnel 

with an exciting lead magnet, an appealing tripwire 

and an autoresponder to nurture my email list.

I

Daniella Schoeman, 
Biz & Content Alchemy

BizAndContentAlchemy.com


1 1 Q1.

      he biggest thing that we think has been  

reinforced is that you need to diversify your 

income from your blog. With a lot of ad income 

down earlier this year, and many affiliate  

programs stopping or decreasing their 

 promotions, it was the perfect time to focus on 

creating your own products and growing your 

own email list.

T

CarolineVencil 
& TracyLynn, 
Blogging On Point

BloggingOnPoint.com


1 2 Q1.

       t the beginning of 

the pandemic, I made a 

conscious effort to be 

there for my audience 

proving extra tips, tricks 

and value for free, 

helping bloggers navigate 

the financial uncertainty, 

without having to spend 

money on my paid 

products. I also offered a 

limited time discount for 

my eBooks and courses. 

From a business 

perspective, I also tried 

A

Ana Skyes, 
The She Approach

to pinpoint opportunities 

in the market and spot 

trends. With more people 

stuck in quarantine, 

numerous blogging niches 

flourished and traffic 

surged due to audiences 

that had more free time 

to browse the internet. 

So I tried to work 

strategically to get in 

front of those audiences, 

and serve them the  

best I can.

TheSheApproach.com


1 3 Q1.

  ’ve used more Facebook ads to 

stabilize traffic and revenue and 

rely less on organic (organic has 

been volatile for me).

I

Alison Reeves, 
AlisonReeves.co

AlisonReeves.co


1 4 Q1.

  t’s inevitable that you’ll 

need to sometimes 

change your strategy as 

the blogging landscape 

changes and as the 

needs of your audience 

change. As a travel 

blogger, the pandemic 

forced me to meet needs 

that had essentially 

changed overnight, as 

travel halted. For me, 

that meant finding 

opportunities to connect 

on a more personal level 

I

Jessie Festa, 
Jessie an a Journey

(for example, by sending 

postcards), helping 

my audience keep the 

spirit of travel alive 

(like by sharing short 

#VirtualTravel videos 

and “travel from home” 

guides), and providing 

travel-related content 

that was useful even 

when not traveling (such 

as a 75-page printable 

travel journal with 

prompts to help people 

relive their trips).

jessieonajourney.com
https://jessieonajourney.com/best-travel-journal-with-prompts/
https://jessieonajourney.com/best-travel-journal-with-prompts/
https://jessieonajourney.com/best-travel-journal-with-prompts/
https://jessieonajourney.com/best-travel-journal-with-prompts/
https://jessieonajourney.com/best-travel-journal-with-prompts/


1 5 Q1.

   ince we’ve seen a lot of affiliates, sponsorships, 

and advertisers slow down, we’ve shifted our focus 

to building and marketing our own products.

S

Cody Berman & 
Julie Berninger, 

 Gold City Ventures

goldcityventures.com


1 6 Q1.

   ersonally, I’ve hit a bit of a rut. It’s hard 

dealing with the stress of everything that’s been 

happening this year. As a result, I’ve been taking 

my blogging a bit easier than normal, luckily 

coasting on some top Google ranks and a decent-

sized email list (goals that I highly recommend 

for you, dear blogger!). One thing I won’t change, 

though, is the need to provide and amplify credible 

health information even if it’s not on my blog  

(e.g., via social media or in-person).

P

Leesa Klich, MSc, 
LeesaKlich.com

LeesaKlich.com


1 7 Q1.

    have shifted my focus 

to write about topics 

and things that would 

help people during the 

pandemic (things they 

are searching for) such as 

“work from home tips”, 

“how to stay focused and 

productive,” and “how to 

blog and make six-figures 

as a blogger.” 

I do this by providing 

tools, resources 

and sharing my own 

experiences including 

I

Amira Irfan, 
A Self Guru

actionable tips that work 

because more and more 

people are now either 

working from home or 

have lost their jobs. So 

they are looking to start a 

blog to earn a living. I have 

also shared my personal 

tips on how to blog with a 

full-time job and make six-

figures in your first year. 

This has helped so many 

new bloggers looking to 

start a blog as their side 

hustle.

ASelfGuru.com


1 8 Q1.

    s I have had to homeschool my two young 

children throughout most of the pandemic, I have 

had to make quite a few changes to my schedule! 

It has meant I have had fewer hours to blog in, so I 

have had to take a good long look at my ‘to do’ list 

and cross off everything that wasn’t a completely 

essential activity.  I have focused on core  

activities, like creating blog posts, SEO, email 

marketing and product creation, and done less 

social media, Pinterest and ‘nice to do but not 

essential’ jobs.

A

EbGargano, 
Productive Blogging

ProductiveBlogging.com


1 9 Q1.

  ince my job allowed me to fully work remote, I 

decided to use the extra time I gained to work 

on my blog. Instead of sleeping in longer (which 

would have been amazing), I start my day job work 

earlier so I can finish earlier. Then, that extra time 

combined with the time I saved from driving to 

and from work gave me extra hours to work on 

my blogs before my normal nighttime hours. It 

also made me even more motivated to turn this 

into my full-time business very very soon and do 

whatever it takes to make it happen.

S

Lucy Reyes, 
Cheers To Life Blogging

& Cheers To Blogging

CheersToLifeBlogging.com
CheersToBlogging.com


2 0 Q1.

   ’ve turned more into a service based blog, where 

I’m teaching by example how to actually work 

from home, and make it as easy and affordable as 

possible for others to implement.

I

Cecilie Aslaksen, 
Mom Making Money at Home

MomMakingMoneyAtHome.com


2 1 Q1.

           y “pandemic content plan” on BIG Brand System 

has been to share information and workshops that 

solve people’s challenges right now. 

For example, I’ve written about how to move from an 

offline business to an online business; how to set up a 

“minimum viable website;” how to create your website 

content; how to brand your business with images.

I’m focused on keeping it fun! That’s why my  

contribution, the Image Lab CORE course, is all 

about creating branded images. It’s a fantastic 

skill to master now — it saves you time and 

money, each image builds brand recognition,  

and you have a blast while doing it!

M

PamelaWilson, 
Big Brand System

BigBrandSystem.com


2 2 Q1.

 ’ve had to become really intentional about  

the way I spend my time. With the quarantine,  

I don’t have outside schedules to give shape to  

my weeks.  So the days often run together.  I’ve 

had to create my own routines to keep me on  

track with work.

I’ve also had to become more flexible with my 

business plans.  Things in the online business 

world are changing very quickly.  We have to  

be nimble and embrace those changes.

I

Tonia Kendrick, 
Solopreneur Diaries

SolopreneurDiaries.com


2 3 Q1.

  ’ve become more strategic in how I plan  

my content and promotions. I’ve also started 

focusing less on traffic and more on how  

I can maximize the audience I already have.

I

Holly Reisem Hanna, 
The Work at Home Woman

TheWorkAtHomeWoman.com


2 4 Q1.

  have been creating printable planners and 

kids’ activities as lead magnets and for sale. 

With the pandemic going on and many moms 

starting to homeschool their children, I decided 

to ramp up production of printable worksheets 

to help moms homeschool their preschoolers.  

I also created a new homeschool resource library 

where members can sign up to gain free access to 

hundreds of fun and educational printables. The 

resource library has been very well received and 

has helped me gain a lot of new subscribers since.

I

Faith Lee, 
For Mommies By Mommy

ForMommiesByMommy.com


2 5 Q1.

     have been less consistent with new blog content, 

but have started doing challenges in my free 

Facebook group.  I use those to keep engagement 

up, show up for my people, and drive people into 

my email list & my brand new Life Ninja Academy 

membership.  It’s been working well!

I

Misty Dorman, 
Life Ninjas Blog

MistyDorman.com


2 6 Q1.

        e have a yearly in-person conference, which 

we switched to online and completely free so 

all bloggers everywhere were able to attend 

no matter the circumstance. We were also able 

to implement more in-depth SEO to our blog 

and apply a more strategic plan to the Thrive 

Tribe, our paid blogger strategy group, using  

the Blogger Income Growth Method.

W

Thrive, 
ThriveTogether.blog

thrivetogether.blog


2 7 Q1.

     have included a lot more resources for this 

crisis, and encouragement for making the most of 

things. I decided to only post once per week at the 

beginning of the year so I stuck to that schedule 

and it has been okay. I have focused a lot more on 

SEO which I think would help in any situation.

I

Couset t, 
Techie Mamma

techiemamma.com


2 8 Q1.

   ’ve shifted my content to focus more on topics 

that relate to where people are right now during 

these trying times. More focus on mental health, 

wellness, working at home, and self-care for 

example. I’ve also shifted my mindset about  

my expectations of myself and blogging, by  

not being so obsessed with results.

I

Nadalie Bardo, 
NadalieBardo.com

& It’s All You Boo

nadaliebardo.com
itsallyouboo.com


2 9 Q1.

  ’ve become much more strategic, thinking  

through where my customers are at both in their 

business and with their mental health. I find I’m 

connecting on a deeper, more emotional level as a 

result of the pandemic.

I

Robyn Roste, 
 Sage Media & Marketing

 & RobynRoste.com

sagemediamarketing.com
robynroste.com


3 0 Q1.

    have really been trying to engage 

my audience to ensure that they 

aware their opinion matters.

I

Emmanuela Okon, 
Style By Emmanuela

stylebyemmanuela.com


3 1 Q1.

    s a travel blog, I’ve had to make it clear that I 

don’t mean travel NOW! It’s about staying local 

and planning for the future, as and when the rules 

change.

A

Abigail King, 
Inside The Travel Lab

insidethetravellab.com


3 2 Q1.

      logging during the pandemic has really made 

me take a look at what parts of my work are most 

essential and will get me results. With my kids 

being home with me all the time, I had way less 

work time than I was used to, so I had to make 

every minute of dedicated work time I had count. 

Taking this approach helped me figure out the 

parts of my business that were “fluff” and could 

be either cut out or put on the back burner for a 

time and which pieces were absolutely essential 

to our growth.

B

AbbyLawson, 
Just a Girl and Her Blog

justagirlandherblog.com


3 3 Q1.

      ne way or the other, 
this pandemic is affecting 
everyone around the 
world. Some may have lost 
their jobs, some may be 
working from home while 
homeschooling their kids at 
the same time, some may be 
caring for a loved one, some 
might be sick themselves. 
This has definitely put things 
into perspective for me. 
Although the topics I cover 
such as blogging, starting an 
online business and working 
from home have seen an 
increased interest during this 
pandemic, I did take some 
time to reflect on whether it 
would be sensitive or even 

O

LucreziaIapichino, 
Blogging For New Bloggers

& Tiny Love Bug

appropriate to keep going 
with my usual activities while 
we are all going through 
such an unprecedented 
experience. After talking to 
my audience, we ultimately 
concluded that the best 
way to support and provide 
value to my audience is 
by continuing to connect 
them with resources I 
believe would be beneficial. 
However, I still felt the need 
to revisit my marketing 
strategies to acknowledge 
the current climate, so I have 
tweaked my approach a bit 
to serve my audience in the 
most responsible, sensitive 
and empathetic way possible.

bloggingfornewbloggers.com
tinylovebug.com/


3 4 Q1.

     have been promoting lower cost products 

and offering discounts on my products to help 

people that are struggling right now.

I

Lisa Sharp, 
Lisa Sharp Creative

lisasharpcreative.com


3 5 Q1.

     focused on cultivating my email  

list more and diversifying my income.

I

BreonnaQueen, 
Her Content Rocks

HerContentRocks.com/blog


3 6 Q1.

 hen the pandemic 
hit and my working hours 
disappeared, I had to get 
super intentional with the 
time I did have. People were 
scared. They didn’t want to 
buy a bunch of courses. They 
wanted guidance on how to 
navigate this new normal. So 
I decided to take that time 
help my current audience 
through bi-weekly emails. 
I let them know what was 
working for us, what we were 
struggling with, and how we 
were getting through the 
day. And the fact that I could 
connect with so many women 
during this time and really 

W

Brianna Berner, 
Spiked Parenting

help them out reinforced 
why I love blogging so much. 
I was able to see where 
my audience needed help 
and then pivot to address 
those needs. I’ve used the 
summer lull to get as much 
done as humanly possible 
and mapped out a reduced 
content marketing strategy 
for the remainder of the year 
so that if we go into a stay at 
home order again, I have a 
manageable amount of work 
on my plate so I can continue 
to serve my audience without 
stressing myself out in the 
process.

SpikedParenting.com


3 7 Q1.

   ’m not a consistent blogger, but... the way I  

show up on social media has definitely changed. 

I open the floor for a lot more discussion and 

collaboration in my Instagram Stories. I’ve gotten 

way more comfortable with talking about hard 

things. I don’t shy away from that. My audience 

brings a wide variety of perspectives to any 

situation, and we are able to discuss difficult  

things with kindness and respect. My biggest 

takeaway during the pandemic has been to say 

the hard thing. Don’t be scared to start difficult  

conversations. Your audience knows your heart and 

loves hearing from you!

I

Beth Anne 
Schwamberger, 

Brilliant Business Moms

brilliantbusinessmoms.com


3 8 Q1.

    have started including more client 

wins, case studies and things that will 

help show actionable steps to stay 

sustainable.

I

Laura Rike, 
LauraRike.com

laurarike.com/blog


3 9 Q1.

       hen I started blogging, I published a brand new 

blog post every single day for 2 years straight. I 

finally relaxed my third year and only published 

weekly posts, but since the pandemic, I have 

picked my pace back up to 1 post a day to ensure 

that people get fresh content daily especially 

since there isn’t much to do outside! Doing this 

has QUADRUPLED my traffic.

W

Elaine Rau, 
Lady Boss Blogger

LadyBossBlogger.com


4 0 Q1.

  his year I have been much more intentional with  

my launches and created something new to 

promote with my blog each month. Instead of  

just winging it and promoting things willy-nilly. 

There are many, many more people at home,  

online reading blogs, listening to podcasts, and 

watching Youtube this year, and I needed to set 

a solid creation plan to give them consistent  

content, and solid funnels to flow through. I’m 

really happy that I did streamline my content  

and launch systems because it had a big impact  

on sales. 

T

ChelseaClarke, 
Her Paper Route

herpaperroute.com


4 1 Q1.

  ince COVID, I have streamlined everything I do 

in my business. With my two young kids home 

everyday, I have to be really strategic about 

what I’m working on in my business! I slashed a 

few things that I no longer had time for (my free 

Facebook group being one!) and got laser focused 

on the core activities that bring an income into 

my business and deliver an impact for my students 

and clients. The result? I’ve been working LESS in 

my business and making MORE than I ever have. 

Craziness!

S

Gemma  
Bonham-Carter, 

GemmaBonhamCarter.com

gemmabonhamcarter.com


4 2 Q1.

    am more sensitive to the needs and wants of 

my audience, ensuring that I’m sharing or selling 

things that are going to help them or make them 

feel more secure in their business and blog.

I

Helene Sula, 
Helene In Between

heleneinbetween.com


4 3 Q1.

      uring the pandemic, I’ve scaled back quite a bit. 

With my kids doing school from home, I find that 

I have to devote most of my former workdays to 

helping them and other household tasks (simply 

because more people are at home). I have learned to  

break up my blogging tasks into really tiny goals so I 

can get something done each time I do have time to 

be on the computer. It’s like I went back to the days 

when my kids were toddlers and I had to squeeze 

in blogging chunks of time whenever possible. It’s 

a valid way to grow a blog. I’m just glad I have this 

job so I can make my own schedule and set my own 

goals!

D

Lena Got t, 
What Mommy Does

whatmommydoes.com


Q2.
WHAT OLD 
BLOGGING 

STRATEGIES 
HAVEN’T WORKED 
AS WELL IN THIS 

CHALLENGING 
TIME?



4 5 Q2.

     often share about travel and best destinations 

mixed in with blogging posts and for now this just 

isn’t the right time to share that.

I

Helene Sula, 
Helene In Between

heleneinbetween.com


4 6 Q2.

 ushing for sales hasn’t been very 

effective in a time where many people 

are struggling with finances and looking 

to save money.

P

Faith Lee, 
For Mommies By Mommy

ForMommiesByMommy.com


47 Q2.

  think that carrying on as normal 

doesn’t work. The posts that directly 

addressed the pandemic worked a 

lot better.

I

Abigail King, 
Inside The Travel Lab

insidethetravellab.com


4 8 Q2.

   osting on Twitter was a very core part of my 

strategy until the pandemic hit. But ever since, 

I’ve noticed that Twitter’s focus is more on content 

related to the current situation of uncertainty. 

I’ve therefore stopped using Twitter as an integral  

part of my blog traffic strategy. 

P

Shailaja V, 
Blogging & Social Media 

Simplified

ShailajaV.com
ShailajaV.com


4 9 Q2.

       believe that blogging without sincerity and  

heart would definitely fall flat during this 

challenging time. People have a stronger need 

now to connect with others, to know they aren’t 

alone in their struggles, to feel understood and 

have their new and unique pain points solved. 

If your blog post or strategy doesn’t meet your 

audience where they are at right now in their life 

I’m guessing it wouldn’t work as well!

I

Frances Vidakovic, 
 Inspiring Life Dreams

InspiringLifeDreams.com


5 0 Q2.

   ’m not sure if this is pandemic related or not, but in 

2020 I stopped focusing on Pinterest marketing *gasp* 

I know, not something you’d think to hear from a blogger 

who grew her business with Pinterest initially. But this 

year I just stopped creating pins one day. I stopped 

pinning. I stopped obsessing over Pinterest views. 

And my life has been really pleasant ever since :) Plus, 

nothing really changed traffic-wise. I still get the same 

hits from old viral pins, just am not actively focusing 

on feeding new pins. So, I assume I will see a Pinterest 

traffic dip later on because of this fact. But....I’m not 

concerned. 

I

ChelseaClarke, 
Her Paper Route

herpaperroute.com


5 1 Q2.

  ublishing more often to build traffic simply isn’t 

something I can do right now. My work time is limited, 

so I do what I can and let the rest go. It means slower 

growth but I’m okay with that.

P

Lena Got t, 
What Mommy Does

whatmommydoes.com


5 2 Q2.

    sing Instagram to direct traffic 

to my site hasn’t been as effective.

U

Daniella Schoeman, 
Biz & Content Alchemy

BizAndContentAlchemy.com


5 3 Q2.

 e completely revamped the way we were 

pushing out blog and podcast materials. These 

are now more in-depth posts that keep the reader 

engaged. We also tried to focus more on topics 

bloggers were asking for, rather than topics we 

thought they needed.

W

Thrive, 
ThriveTogether.blog

thrivetogether.blog


5 4 Q2.

 IG Brand System is ten years old this year, 

so I’m focusing on publishing high-value content  

less often. 

People are drowning in information right now, and 

a lot of it is confusing and stressful. 

I’m trying to make every piece of content I publish 

fun, clear, and valuable.

B

PamelaWilson, 
Big Brand System

BigBrandSystem.com


5 5 Q2.

ocusing only on ad revenue 

is going the way of the dodo. 

Diversification is key!

F

CarolineVencil 
& TracyLynn, 
Blogging On Point

BloggingOnPoint.com


5 6 Q2.

 at answers, cliches, 

bro marketing tactics!

P

Robyn Roste, 
 Sage Media & Marketing

 & RobynRoste.com

sagemediamarketing.com
robynroste.com


5 7 Q2.

 ortunately I have seen growth, I have not 

had time to do a solid pinterest strategy and my  

content plan for the year had to be thrown out 

the window. I have decided not to have as solid 

of a content plan as I have had in the past but 

instead focus on the basics and what can promote 

my membership site.

F

Couset t, 
Techie Mamma

techiemamma.com


5 8 Q2.

 ome of my pinterest sharing strategies 

have changed as Pinterest continues  

to change.

S

Kerry Beck, 

Family Ebiz

FamilyEbiz.com


5 9 Q2.

 elying on consistent natural and organic 

growth. I have seen a noticeable drop in traffic 

from Pinterest and to an extent Google. This is 

understandable both platforms shift to meet 

current search needs with algorithm changes on 

both platforms. Plus, with a drop in ad spending, 

earning from ads has also been down.

R

Nadalie Bardo, 
NadalieBardo.com

& It’s All You Boo

nadaliebardo.com
itsallyouboo.com


6 0 Q2.

cheduling posts aheadS

Cecilie Aslaksen, 
Mom Making Money at Home

MomMakingMoneyAtHome.com


6 1 Q2.

        y affiliate income took a little dive during the 

pandemic, due to people being more cautious on 

what they spend money on, and trying to cut down 

expenses. 

With affiliate commissions being cut as well, I 

realized that promoting affiliate offers to my email 

list needs to take a backseat for a while. 

M

Ana Skyes, 
The She Approach

TheSheApproach.com


6 2 Q2.

interest is unstable P

Alison Reeves, 
AlisonReeves.co

AlisonReeves.co


6 3 Q2.

 he only strategy that hasn’t worked well is in-

person networking, so no blogging conferences 

to pick up new tips and tricks. Other than this, 

everything I’ve always done continues to work 

really well for my blog.

T

Jennifer Maker, 
JenniferMaker.com

JenniferMaker.com


6 4 Q2.

    had a big launch planned 
for the beginning of 
quarantine -- something 
I planned before I knew 
a pandemic was going to 
happen. Instead of moving 
forward with it and selling 
hard, I pushed it back and 
instead made a video where 
I told my audience I was 
there for them, offered to 
send them postcards to add 
some travel to their lives 
while they were stuck at 
home, and also gave them 
my revised upcoming launch 

I

Jessie Festa, 
Jessie an a Journey

schedule so that they were 
aware and could also opt-
out ahead of time if they 
wanted. I knew there would 
be people who wanted to 
know about my courses 
-- particularly those using 
their time in quarantine 
to learn new skills -- so I 
wanted to share my offers; 
however, I also realized 
that sending promotions to 
some people during such a 
stressful time wouldn’t be 
beneficial. I wanted to give 
them a choice. 

jessieonajourney.com


6 5 Q2.

            dare say that health blogging has changed more 

than any other industry. Your health-conscious 

audience needs more support than ever! People 

are looking for simple and trustworthy information 

on all health topics. If there was ever a time to 

simplify tips and reiterate public health guidance, 

that is now. The new blogging strategy is to deliver 

your message in a way that’s easier to digest both 

mentally and physically.

I

Leesa Klich, MSc, 
LeesaKlich.com

LeesaKlich.com


6 6 Q2.

 ponsored content, for me, 

has dropped off significantly.

S

Holly Reisem Hanna, 
The Work at Home Woman

TheWorkAtHomeWoman.com


6 7 Q2.

    s an online entrepreneur, 

you certainly can’t afford 

to stop marketing or 

selling your products and 

services if you want to keep 

your business afloat and 

profitable. But pretending 

that nothing around us it’s 

happening and acting like 

it’s business-as-usual can 

come across as oblivious 

and insensitive. The hard 

sell may not work as well  

as previously. 

A

LucreziaIapichino, 
Blogging For New Bloggers

& Tiny Love Bug

If you’re running on the 

classic 20% content and 

80% marketing model, 

adding a dose of empathy 

to the equation and finding 

further ways to connect 

with your audience can 

go a long way. Even just 

acknowledging the current 

climate can make a huge 

difference. For example, 

we have introduced 

special offers and payment 

plans for those affected 

financially or otherwise  

by Covid-19. 

bloggingfornewbloggers.com
tinylovebug.com/


6 8 Q2.

 ffiliate marketing has been a struggle since so 

many people are out of work and many programs 

closed or greatly reduced their commission rates.

A

Lisa Sharp, 
Lisa Sharp Creative

lisasharpcreative.com


6 9 Q2.

       ’ve always relied on my evergreen sales funnels 

to keep my business going, but doing that didn’t 

feel aligned to my mission during the pandemic. I 

wanted to help, not push people to buy from me 

when they didn’t even know if they would have 

money coming in. So I pivoted my email marketing 

strategy to show up regularly with useful tips and 

advice so I could really nurture those relationships 

and help them learn how to juggle everything they 

had going on.

I

Brianna Berner, 
Spiked Parenting

SpikedParenting.com


7 0 Q2.

  ortunately, my blogging business hasn’t been 

adversely impacted. In fact, I have not changed 

any of my blogging strategies besides “giving more 

than I receive” and providing immense value with 

my free and paid products (this is something I’ve 

always done though, so it’s not something new).

F

Amira Irfan, 
A Self Guru

ASelfGuru.com


7 1 Q2.

 ’ve certainly noticed that Pinterest is not 

working so well for me lately - and other bloggers 

have commented on this too - but I am not sure 

if that is pandemic-related - or simply down to 

changes Pinterest have made recently to their 

algorithm!

I

EbGargano, 
Productive Blogging

ProductiveBlogging.com


7 2 Q2.

   y content strategy has definitely shifted quite 

a bit. We cannot only rely on what’s worked in the 

past and have to continuously write new current-

day content to keep up with trends and what people 

are actually searching for. 

M

Lucy Reyes, 
Cheers To Life Blogging

& Cheers To Blogging

CheersToLifeBlogging.com
CheersToBlogging.com


7 3 Q2.

   or me right now, it’s been less about creating 

new blog posts and more about showing up and 

engaging with my audience, holding their hand, 

and helping them move forward.

F

Misty Dorman, 
Life Ninjas Blog

MistyDorman.com


74 Q2.

 osting content on 

my blog and then not 

cross promoting on 

multiple social media 

platforms.

P

Emmanuela Okon, 
Style By Emmanuela

stylebyemmanuela.com


7 5 Q2.

    d revenue hasn’t been as strong. But, that’s 

okay as it’s not the most profitable nor scaleable 

income stream. I made it up in other profit  

streams that are much more impactful (like 

affiliates and products).

A

DebbieGartner, 

The Flooring Girl

TheFlooringGirl.com


Q3.
WHAT  

BLOGGING 
STRATEGIES  
HAVE BEEN 
WORKING  
WELL FOR  

YOU?



7 8 Q3.

    think the most important part of blogging over the 

past few months has been empathy. This pandemic has 

affected everyone to some degree, and many of our 

followers are really struggling. We’ve just been trying 

to put out posts and pieces of content that are really 

helpful for the specific challenges people are facing 

during the pandemic or encouraging and hopeful for 

those people who may just need a boost that day. We 

have also provided some of our products for free to 

people who have been monetarily affected by the 

pandemic to try to give as much help and support as 

we can. We always are going to try to care for our 

people first, and all of the business-y stuff can come 

after that.

I

AbbyLawson, 
Just a Girl and Her Blog

justagirlandherblog.com


7 9 Q3.

   ocusing more of my attention on the things that 

are working, and dropping the things that don’t 

produce an ROI for me (even though everyone 

says you need to be doing this or that).

F

Holly Reisem Hanna, 
The Work at Home Woman

TheWorkAtHomeWoman.com


8 0 Q3.

 ur SEO strategy has paid off a lot in our website 

traffic. We have done a lot more work on Pinterest 

as well and gained a lot of new readers.

O

Thrive, 
ThriveTogether.blog

thrivetogether.blog


8 1 Q3.

     etting my SEO work its magic. I wasn’t publishing 

new content, I was focusing on helping everyone 

already in my community. But my old posts 

continued to bring me in a constant stream of  

traffic, growing my list in the process. So if  

anything, this year has reinforced to me how 

powerful a solid SEO strategy can be for your  

blog and business.

L

Brianna Berner, 
Spiked Parenting

SpikedParenting.com


8 2 Q3.

       he biggest and most important strategy that has 

worked best during the pandemic is learning what 

my audience really wants, then offering what they 

really need. This sometimes required delving into 

topics we hadn’t explored as much before (such as 

sewing) or offering new types of content (such as 

our live workshops). Pivoting slightly toward what 

our audience needed has been hugely successful 

for us.

T

Jennifer Maker, 
JenniferMaker.com

JenniferMaker.com


8 3 Q3.

 uilding my email list and working on SEO 

have both been very good for me. Additionally, 

publishing two e-books during the pandemic also 

generated a lot of interest in my content and my 

coaching services.

B

Shailaja V, 
Blogging & Social Media 

Simplified

ShailajaV.com
ShailajaV.com


8 4 Q3.

 sing Pinterest to direct traffic to my 

newly created funnel and establishing a 

Facebook Group to develop a community 

of travel writers/bloggers.

U

Daniella Schoeman, 
Biz & Content Alchemy

& Our Soulful Travels

BizAndContentAlchemy.com
https://oursoulfultravels.com


8 5 Q3.

CarolineVencil 
& TracyLynn, 
Blogging On Point

  roduct creation and using the problems from 

right now to show you an amplified version of the 

problems that your people are facing.

P

BloggingOnPoint.com


8 6 Q3.

     irst of all, finding opportunities to converse and 

create deeper connections. For instance, I hosted 

a number of virtual events during quarantine. 

Moreover, keeping up with trending topics and 

adjusting my strategy accordingly. For instance, 

I’ve paused publishing straight travel guides and 

have moved toward created posts on staycations, 

how to travel without leaving home, and outdoor 

hiking and cycling guides.

F

Jessie Festa, 
Jessie an a Journey

jessieonajourney.com


8 7 Q3.

  elling our own courses and digital products has 

been a great way for us to control our income. 

It’s difficult to do anything about an affiliate who 

cuts commissions or an advertiser or sponsor who 

disappears, but since we’ve shifted our focus to 

our own products, it’s been much easier to keep 

our revenue consistent.

S

Cody Berman & 
Julie Berninger, 

 Gold City Ventures

goldcityventures.com


8 8 Q3.

  interest marketing is still my most favorite way 

to get my content out there & grow my audience.  

Even with the algorithm changes this year, my 

traffic is holding strong and now I’m even creating 

a Pinterest course to help others learn this amazing 

marketing strategy.

P

Misty Dorman, 
Life Ninjas Blog

MistyDorman.com


8 9 Q3.

   or pandemic blogging, we really need to help 

our audiences with what they’re dealing with 

right now. Are they super-stressed? How is their 

health and that of their family and friends? Are 

they dealing with equity or financial issues or the 

loss of a loved one? Take these into account when 

planning and creating your content. Meet them 

where they’re at right now, even if it’s not where 

they were before the pandemic. This is key!

F

Leesa Klich, MSc, 
LeesaKlich.com

LeesaKlich.com


9 0 Q3.

 iving some of my best paid stuff for free to  

show true value and increase trust. Be real and 

authentic with my audience and pulling the  

curtain to share my experiences (mistakes and 

wins) instead of outright trying to sell something. 

It’s important to first connect and build a  

relationship with your audience.

G

Amira Irfan, 
A Self Guru

ASelfGuru.com


9 1 Q3.

 irectly addressing lockdown and the pandemic 

by inventing new games - like “guess the souvenir” 

on instagram stories, or how to travel from home 

as a blog post. I’ve had success when I’ve stopped 

my normal routine and specifically thought about 

what life is like for readers right now.

D

Abigail King, 
Inside The Travel Lab

insidethetravellab.com


9 2 Q3.

 EO! I have really reaped the reward of all the 

hard work I have put into SEO and good keyword 

research over the last 5 years. My search engine 

traffic absolutely soared - especially in the early 

days of lockdown.

S

EbGargano, 
Productive Blogging

ProductiveBlogging.com


9 3 Q3.

  ime management and planning is a key. Although 

I have more time to work on my blog, my family 

is still priority and that means there is no room 

for winging it. I have to take time to lay out my 

priorities for the week and plan them into my 

schedule so I can actually get things done. I cover 

more of my specific strategies in my eBook :)

T

Lucy Reyes, 
Cheers To Life Blogging

& Cheers To Blogging

CheersToLifeBlogging.com
CheersToBlogging.com


9 4 Q3.

I

PamelaWilson, 
Big Brand System

     teach that websites have a lifecycle and our content goals should change 
depending on where we are in that lifecycle. Since my site is ten years old, 
I’m squarely in the third stage!

The three stages are:

Birth through Year 1:

On a brand-new website, you publish more often and focus on populating 
your pages with helpful content that establishes your expertise. You’re 
building your content creation skills because you’re getting so much 
practice. 

Years 2 through 5:

Your website is still new at this stage, but you’re not new at the content 
creation game. Use your new skills to create more in-depth content. Add 
images to enhance your pages and make them more interesting. Take it to 
the next level!

Year 6 and Beyond:

At this stage, you start to approach your content like a resource librarian. 

You update and repurpose content. You create new ways to direct people 
around your site so they can find what they need.

Your content strategy changes depending on which stage of the website 
lifecycle you’re in. Know your stage and you’ll know what to focus on!

BigBrandSystem.com


9 5 Q3.

        think in an exceptionally troubling time like this, 

there’s a greater need for people to experience 

hope and to feel understood. Many readers don’t 

just want to hear you tell them what to do but 

they also want to be heard. It’s more important 

now than ever before to show your readers and 

subscribers that you are aware of what’s going 

on and that you care about them and are actually 

willing to help them. It’s really less about business 

but more about building relationships and being 

genuine in your interactions with your audience.

I

Faith Lee, 
For Mommies By Mommy

ForMommiesByMommy.com


9 6 Q3.

        aking sure everything is optimized for SEO as 

much as possible and building up community when 

we can’t connect as much with others in person.

M

Couset t, 
Techie Mamma

techiemamma.com


9 7 Q3.

  wo things are really working for me right now. 

The first is focusing on diversifying my income 

streams. Instead of relying on ad revenue or 

product sales from organic traffic, I’ve started 

doing more freelance writing work. Secondly, I’ve 

slowed down creating content and prioritized 

product creation and updating my courses. This 

downtime is an opportunity to create away from 

the regular pressures of blogging.

T

Nadalie Bardo, 
NadalieBardo.com

& It’s All You Boo

nadaliebardo.com
itsallyouboo.com


9 8 Q3.

 ith Pinterest and Google also rolling out new 

updates, affiliate commissions being cut down all 

over the place and ad networks increasing their 

minimum requirements for joining, my focus had 

to shift to adjust all of these changes. 

I decided to focus on what I can control, and  

work on updating and improving my content,  

sales funnels, digital products and sign on more 

coaching clients.

W

Ana Skyes, 
The She Approach

TheSheApproach.com


9 9 Q3.

             riting 2 blogposts each week, and then publish 

the one that suits the overall situation best.

W

Cecilie Aslaksen, 
Mom Making Money at Home

MomMakingMoneyAtHome.com


1 0 0 Q3.

  eing my authentic self, showing up  

consistently even if I’m not “on” or 100%.

B

Robyn Roste, 
 Sage Media & Marketing

 & RobynRoste.com

sagemediamarketing.com
robynroste.com


1 0 1 Q3.

 y recipe for blogging success has always 

been so simple - write 20 blog posts per month, 

consistently create fresh pins for Pinterest, stay 

connected with my email list every week and 

work on producing a new digital product every 

1-2 months. I know that probably sounds like an 

oversimplified plan to follow but this is a plan I 

can always depend on for success.

M

Frances Vidakovic, 
 Inspiring Life Dreams

InspiringLifeDreams.com


1 0 2 Q3.

      ffering digital products 

and services on my blog.

O

Emmanuela Okon, 
Style By Emmanuela

stylebyemmanuela.com


1 0 3 Q3.

 y niche hasn’t been 

affected by this pandemic 

too much. If anything, 

people are now even 

more interested in 

learning how to start 

a blog or make money 

online. I haven’t changed 

my strategies much 

except for softening my 

sales approach to be 

more sensitive towards 

those who may have been 

hit hard by Covid-19. 

What I think works well is 

joining forces with others 

M

LucreziaIapichino, 
Blogging For New Bloggers

& Tiny Love Bug

through summits, bundles 

and the like, to make 

our training, products 

and resources more 

accessible to those who 

can’t currently afford 

them individually due to 

the pandemic. This type 

of joint ventures truly are 

a win-win situation for 

all parties involved and 

especially our audience 

who get the best 

resources for a fraction  

of the price.  

bloggingfornewbloggers.com
tinylovebug.com/


1 0 4 Q3.

 mail marketing and Facebook ads 

have also worked very well to scale 

funnels that are already working.

E

DebbieGartner, 

The Flooring Girl

TheFlooringGirl.com


1 0 5 Q3.

Alison Reeves, 
AlisonReeves.co

 ncreasing Facebook 

ads. Launching courses 

and relying less on ad 

revenue. 

I

AlisonReeves.co


1 0 6 Q3.

 eing open, honest, and helpful. My readers 

are searching for comfort and relatability right 

now. Being that for them has increased my loyal 

readership.

B

Lisa Sharp, 
Lisa Sharp Creative

lisasharpcreative.com


1 0 7 Q3.

 ebinars - Offering free webinars to my 

blog readers with good content. At the end 

of the webinar, I offer a special price on a 

resource my readers need and want.

W

Kerry Beck, 

Family Ebiz

FamilyEbiz.com


1 0 8 Q3.

BreonnaQueen, 
Her Content Rocks

     ith more people at home and online, one 

thing that has worked really well for me is adding 

my video content in my blog post and adding my 

blog post in my videos! I get to attract those who 

prefer to read and those who prefer to watch!

W

HerContentRocks.com/blog


1 0 9 Q3.

  ’m a big believer in repurposing content.  That 

was true before the pandemic, but it has been 

especially  helpful in recent months.  I started 

a weekly Facebook Live show and retooled my 

Instagram strategy.  Content repurposing has been 

a key factor in both those strategies.  Every piece 

of content I create gets used multiple ways.

I

Tonia Kendrick, 
Solopreneur Diaries

SolopreneurDiaries.com


1 1 0 Q3.

      ith all plans essentially cancelled as a result 

of “social distancing,” people are looking for ways 

to spend their time at home, how to up-level their 

lives and businesses and learning new things. If 

you offer online courses, consider amplifying them 

and explaining their value. If you don’t, consider 

whether it makes sense to create one.

W

Laura Rike, 
LauraRike.com

laurarike.com/blog


1 1 1 Q3.

 sing Pinterest to build 

traffic to my posts. (More 

details below).

U

Sarah RenaeClark, 
SarahRenaeClark.com

sarahrenaeclark.com


1 1 2 Q3.

 n addition to publishing my own thoughts, 

posting interviews from other inspiring female 

entrepreneurs has always been a hit on 

LadyBossBlogger! When you collaborate and 

invite other people onto your blog, you broaden 

your audience because you tap into theirs. 

Additionally, your audience gets to see a different 

perspective and it’s fresh for them as well.

I

Elaine Rau, 
Lady Boss Blogger

LadyBossBlogger.com


1 1 3 Q3.

 his year as my focus shifted away from  

Pinterest, I put more effort into creating great 

products and freebies, and promoting them with 

ads which lead into quality sales funnels. This has 

been working well!

T

ChelseaClarke, 
Her Paper Route

herpaperroute.com


1 1 4 Q3.

       think posting about growing your blog and 

social media as well as different, fun ways to grow 

has been working very well.

I

Helene Sula, 
Helene In Between

heleneinbetween.com


1 1 5 Q3.

 ocusing on creating new products. The easiest 

way to leverage your traffic for more income is by 

selling products. So I’ve been working on creating 

more products since May and I’m slowly seeing the 

results of those efforts. I enjoy the challenge of 

creating something new from scratch and putting it 

out into the world.

F

Lena Got t, 
What Mommy Does

whatmommydoes.com


1 1 6 Q3.

 vergreen funnels have 
worked very well for me. In 
challenging times like these, 
it may be hard for people 
to show up live for your 
launches or summits. 

But this doesn’t mean that 
people aren’t looking for 
content.

They are!

And the best way to serve this 
content to them is via funnels 
which they can opt-in for.

Funnels are an investment 
of your time.It takes time to 
put funnels together but they 
pay off in the long run.

E

Meera Kothand, 
MeeraKothand.com

You can work on core offers 
that you can make evergreen 
via evergreen or automated 
webinar funnels. You can also 
work on tripwire and small 
product funnels. Does this 
mean that launches are a  
NO GO right now?

Of course not!

If you’re in the midst of a 
launch and have done it in 
the proper way (pre-launch, 
open cart, sales emails) 
people will still buy. 

You WILL have customers, 
just fewer. So temper your 
expectations but don’t 
disregard the people who  
will continue to buy.

MeeraKothand.com


1 1 7 Q3.

WendyLugoSantiago, 
Digital Marketing LS | EG

      here are really 2 strategies that have been working 

well for me: 1. Reciprocity.  I go and I am building 

relationships in each of my social networks.  I like, 

comment, and share other people’s content.  Most 

people will go and check out my articles and do 

the same for me.  2. Rescheduling.  I love my tools 

and I love that I can have my posts automatically 

rescheduled at different intervals.  This makes 

sharing the posts again and again to keep them 

top of mind very easy.

T

digitalmarketinglseg.com/blog


1 1 8 Q3.

Kristi McMillan, 
Paperless Boss

reating content.C

PaperlessBoss.com


Q4.
THERE ARE SO MANY 
SOCIAL PLATFORMS 
OUT THERE. WHICH 
HAVE YOU HAD THE 

MOST SUCCESS 
WITH AND WHAT 
STRATEGIES ARE  

YOU USING TO GROW 
YOUR FANBASE?



1 2 0 Q4.

     ’ve had lots of success  

on Instagram. The algorithm 

favors daily content so 

I’ve published something 

new every single day and 

stayed consistent for the 

past 3 years which has 

helped me go from 0-50K 

followers. I started growing 

my personal account a year 

later and applied the same 

strategies and have gone 

from 800-35K followers in 

2 years. Posting daily is just 

one component to growth, 

another is analyzing your 

stats to see what your 

I

Elaine Rau, 
Lady Boss Blogger

audience likes and posting 

more of what they like! 

Another aspect is keeping 

up with the times by 

keeping your feed relevant. 

I used to post a lot of my 

travels and location-based 

photography, but since the 

pandemic, I’ve changed my 

content to product reviews 

that I can do in my home 

studio and have been able 

to work with 5X more 

brands because of this 

change. Don’t be afraid  

to switch things up!

LadyBossBlogger.com


1 2 1 Q4.

   nstagram stories work really well for interaction 

and driving traffic for me. Pinterest remains a 

solid backbone and Twitter has some loyal fans. 

The rest ebbs and flows!

I

Abigail King, 
Inside The Travel Lab

insidethetravellab.com


1 2 2 Q4.

I

Kerry Beck, 

Family Ebiz

         use my homeschool 
niche as an example for my 
blogging students.  This week 
I invited them to behind the 
scenes of my online summit 
in my homeschool niche. 
They are seeing what I”m 
doing. They also get my 
marketing tips of the day in 
our affliate facebook group.

Since I can only focus on a 
few platforms, I’ve chosen 
Pinterest and Facebook. I 
wish I could add Instagram, 
but I only have 24 hours each 
day. Pinterest continues to 
drive a bulk of traffic to my 
site as I share new images 
and new content.  

New content is based on  
my readers needs right now!

Facebook Group in my niche 
- I started my first Facebook 
Group in my niche at the end 
of April. It continues to grow 
without spending money. 
I found strategic places to 
share my new group. What 
takes time is being available 
to build relationships in that 
group, so my members know, 
like & trust me. I guess they 
must like me because a few 
of them told me they “binge 
watched” my Facebook Live 
videos. They are consuming 
my content and coming  
to my site to buy.

FamilyEbiz.com


1 2 3 Q4.

 interest, by far! I gain about 1000 new followers 

every month by creating images specifically for 

Pinterest for each blog post and sharing them to 

Pinterest with Tailwind’s scheduling tools.

P

Sarah RenaeClark, 
SarahRenaeClark.com

sarahrenaeclark.com


1 2 4 Q4.

      ’d say it’s between Instagram and Facebook. 

Instagram is great for building engagement and as 

a lead generation tool. A lot of my clients find me 

through Instagram. My private Facebook group is a 

good source of traffic and it also provides insights 

into the challenges facing my target audience. 

I

Shailaja V, 
Blogging & Social Media 

Simplified

ShailajaV.com
ShailajaV.com


1 2 5 Q4.

 y first love will always be Pinterest which has 

rewarded me with so much traffic over the last two 

and a half years. It helped me achieve my goal of 

one million pageviews in my first year of blogging 

and since then my blog has had over three million 

visitors. One new strategy I am currently using to 

grow my fanbase is via my new podcast DREAM 

BIG MY FRIEND which launched at the end of 

May. After hearing the phrase “people think with 

their eyes and feel with their ears” I knew that was 

definitely the next best step for me to connect 

with my audience.

M

Frances Vidakovic, 
 Inspiring Life Dreams

InspiringLifeDreams.com


1 2 6 Q4.

   e primarily use and communicate through 

Instagram. We have found that posting once a day, 

while being active on stories is what works best 

for us. Through a new hashtag strategy, a better 

posting schedule, and more high-quality graphics, 

we’ve been able to significantly grow our following.

W

Thrive, 
ThriveTogether.blog

thrivetogether.blog


1 2 7 Q4.

 interest has definitely been instrumental in 

growing my fanbase, but it takes a lot of hard work 

especially after the recent algorithm changes. The 

strategy that works best is to create fresh new 

pins so that you consistently help to enhance the 

Pinterest user experience.

P

Daniella Schoeman, 
Biz & Content Alchemy

BizAndContentAlchemy.com


1 2 8 Q4.

   he oldest social network of them all, one-to-one 

networking! Having real conversations and asking 

people how they’re doing, what they’re struggling 

with and spending time getting to know people on 

an individual level.

T

Robyn Roste, 
 Sage Media & Marketing

 & RobynRoste.com

sagemediamarketing.com
robynroste.com


1 2 9 Q4.

CarolineVencil 
& TracyLynn, 
Blogging On Point

         acebook groups and using the daily 1:1 interaction 

as a way to help people find the connection with 

other bloggers. That kind of setting forces people 

to be more open to live video and interacting 

online. And Facebook is where most people are 

spending their time right now – it’s important to 

be where your people are!

F

BloggingOnPoint.com


1 3 0 Q4.

LucreziaIapichino, 
Blogging For New Bloggers

& Tiny Love Bug

  have limited my presence to only a handful of 

social platforms and have had the most success with 

Facebook and Pinterest. In saying that, I might  

consider exploring new platforms to grow my  

audience in the near future. This is because people  

are now spending more time online and using social 

media even more so than usual to connect and 

stay in touch with others if they’re in lockdowns, 

self-isolating or are otherwise affected by social  

distancing measures and restrictions. So, I think 

platforms like Instagram, TikTok or YouTube  

currently present such an incredible opportunity 

to engage with your audience, grow your following,  

and raise brand awareness.

I

bloggingfornewbloggers.com
tinylovebug.com/


1 3 1 Q4.

BreonnaQueen, 
Her Content Rocks

    ouTube, Pinterest and Instagram have worked 

really well for me! Since YouTube and pinterest 

work like search engines, it’s a long-term strategy 

for me! Instagram is moreso short-term and great 

at getting my name out there to new people!

Y

HerContentRocks.com/blog


1 3 2 Q4.

Brianna Berner, 
Spiked Parenting

  ’ve never used social media to promote my 

business! As a productivity coach, it has always 

seemed like such a huge time suck. I prefer to 

do a little more work up front, optimize all of my 

content for the search engines, and then let it run 

on autopilot in the background while I work on 

something else.

I

SpikedParenting.com


1 3 3 Q4.

 interest brings in the most traffic for me. I 

create new pins daily, research keywords for my 

descriptions, and participate on Tailwind Tribes.

P

Holly Reisem Hanna, 
The Work at Home Woman

TheWorkAtHomeWoman.com


1 3 4 Q4.

 interest is by far the platform that has helped 

me drive traffic, increase my audience & readership 

and help me expand my brand awareness. 

I’ve also started a Facebook group which helped 

me engage with my readers, reach new audiences 

and establish my authority in the field.

P

Ana Skyes, 
The She Approach

TheSheApproach.com


1 3 5 Q4.

   acebook groups are what’s working for me right 

now. People need connection and that is a great 

place for them to find it.

F

Lisa Sharp, 
Lisa Sharp Creative

lisasharpcreative.com


1 3 6 Q4.

  y favorite social 

platform is Facebook! It’s 

truly a great place to find 

and cultivate like-minded 

people who are interested 

in my blog’s topics. When 

my blog was new and no 

one much knew about it, 

I used niche Facebook 

groups highly targeted to 

my topics to spread the 

word about my blog’s free 

resources — this helped me 

find my people! Now that 

I’ve established my own 

Facebook groups, I nurture 

M

Jennifer Maker, 
JenniferMaker.com

and cultivate the members 

so I can promote my free 

and paid resources that 

truly help my audiences. I 

also use Facebook groups 

to learn more about my 

audience, understand their 

struggles, and figure out 

what solutions I can create 

that will help them. I mostly 

do this just by observing 

what questions and 

problems people post, but 

sometimes I also post polls 

in my Facebook groups for 

more targeted feedback.

JenniferMaker.com


1 3 7 Q4.

Laura Rike, 
LauraRike.com

 interest. With the constant improvements, 

Pinterest continues to make to help content 

creators during this time - it has been game-

changer for those using the platform consistently.

P

laurarike.com/blog


1 3 8 Q4.

 y biggest platform is Instagram. 

My current strategy is all about stay 

consistent and posting with intent.

M

Emmanuela Okon, 
Style By Emmanuela

stylebyemmanuela.com


1 3 9 Q4.

 or me, it’s my Facebook group: A Self Guru - Biz 

Blog Community because it’s a close knit community 

of amazing bloggers that are very supportive and 

collaborative. I’ve implemented many strategies to 

build a community around my blog.  My group is filled 

with thousands of bloggers and online entrepreneurs 

around the world from a variety of niches. 

It’s a community where other bloggers and 

entrepreneurs share their wins, post any legal or 

business questions they have, and we all share our  

best strategies and tips for blogging success! It has  

truly become a remarkable community of endless 

support, collaboration, and growth for everyone! 

F

Amira Irfan, 
A Self Guru

ASelfGuru.com


1 4 0 Q4.

interest and Facebook 

(ads + private group).

P

Alison Reeves, 
AlisonReeves.co

AlisonReeves.co


1 4 1 Q4.

 mail has always been my most successful 

platform, and still is. Unlike social media, I think 

most people are familiar with how to use email 

and are also used to conversing via email, so it’s 

natural to have genuine conversations through it.

E

Jessie Festa, 
Jessie an a Journey

jessieonajourney.com


1 4 2 Q4.

   ince a large part of our business is selling 

printables on sites like Etsy, Pinterest has been 

instrumental in growing our audience and getting 

more eyes on our products.

S

Cody Berman & 
Julie Berninger, 

 Gold City Ventures

goldcityventures.com


1 4 3 Q4.

 ince day one my choice platform has been 

Pinterest. It’s the platform I’m best known on and 

for. No matter how many updates and algorithm 

changes, Pinterest continues to deliver traffic to 

my site which leads to sales and subscribers on 

autopilot. Beyond the basics like being consistent 

and creating click-worthy pins, giving the people 

what they want is the best strategy for success. That 

means, be timely, know the trends, and always focus 

on the season. And start early, 45+ days out, start 

by creating content on your blog and sharing pins 

to it. Stop sharing and creating nevergreen content 

that hardly anyone is interested in.

S

Nadalie Bardo, 
NadalieBardo.com

& It’s All You Boo

nadaliebardo.com
itsallyouboo.com


1 4 4 Q4.

 efinitely SEO. Being found when people are 

literally looking for solutions to their problems is 

my fav strategy. When people find your amazing 

blog posts that help them with what they’re dealing 

with at the *exact* time that they need them builds 

instant rapport. That helps you make connections 

with your target audience on their terms. You get 

instant fans.

D

Leesa Klich, MSc, 
LeesaKlich.com

LeesaKlich.com


1 4 5 Q4.

 interest has been my top social channel for a 

long time and it continues to drive the most results.  

However, Pinterest is constantly changing.  Right 

now, I’m concentrating on producing fresh content 

for Pinterest (i.e. new pins) and I’m also seeing 

good results from video pins.

P

Tonia Kendrick, 
Solopreneur Diaries

SolopreneurDiaries.com


1 4 6 Q4.

 acebook, without a doubt - particularly my 

Facebook group, which has really taken off over 

the last year. I find Facebook to be the place where 

I get the best interaction with my readers and 

followers... and not only interaction between me 

and my followers, but also between my followers 

- it’s the only platform where I can get a really 

good conversation going! And it is also the social 

platform which drives the most pageviews to  

my blog.

F

EbGargano, 
Productive Blogging

ProductiveBlogging.com


1 4 7 Q4.

   have had to let go of my heavy social media 

presence to only focus on what I can handle 

and that’s Pinterest and my Facebook group. By 

continuing to write quality content, promote it 

on these platforms and creating email funnels, I 

have been able to grow my following for my two 

primary blogs.

I

Lucy Reyes, 
Cheers To Life Blogging

& Cheers To Blogging

CheersToLifeBlogging.com
CheersToBlogging.com


1 4 8 Q4.

 acebook has always been my go-to social 

platform, but I find I’m moving away from it now. 

I’m far more interested in Pinterest these days, 

which is not a platform I’ve ever used. I’m looking 

forward to learning more about it though!

F

Cecilie Aslaksen, 
Mom Making Money at Home

MomMakingMoneyAtHome.com


1 4 9 Q4.

 or social media, just Pinterest for my main blog.  

I’m all about Pinterest + SEO.  Focus is the key.
F

DebbieGartner, 

The Flooring Girl

TheFlooringGirl.com


1 5 0 Q4.

   ’m still loving Pinterest for long-term traffic to 

my site. I’ve been exploring Story pins, video pins, 

and information-packed pins.

I

PamelaWilson, 
Big Brand System

BigBrandSystem.com


1 5 1 Q4.

 acebook communities have been helpful to me 

in growing a community and getting to know other 

bloggers. But when it comes to really increasing 

blog traffic, Pinterest has still been my strongest 

platform other than SEO.

F

Faith Lee, 
For Mommies By Mommy

ForMommiesByMommy.com


1 5 2 Q4.

    or me, it’s Facebook.  Once I learned attraction 

marketing strategies & started seeing how I could 

create curiosity & engagement with my audience 

using free methods, I FINALLY started getting 

sales & signups into my direct sales business.  

That’s what led me into blogging and creating 

digital products to share what I had learned & was 

working for me.  I’ve continued to use & grow my 

business on Facebook and I love engaging with my 

audience & creating that community feel inside of 

my Facebook group.  You just can’t really do that 

on other platforms.

F

Misty Dorman, 
Life Ninjas Blog

MistyDorman.com


1 5 3 Q4.

  have been trying to build up my Facebook 

group and page during this time. For a while I just 

could not deal with social media so I went to both 

a scheduler (Publer is awesome) and also setting 

up a Slack workspace for community building. Not 

social media but still has a social aspect.

I

Couset t, 
Techie Mamma

techiemamma.com


1 5 4 Q4.

    y email list is still a much more effective tool 

for me than any of the social media platforms. I 

still have a presence on the major social platforms, 

and I enjoy interacting with my followers there, 

particularly on Instagram. But my email subscribers 

are always my most dedicated followers and the 

first to rally around any of the opportunities or 

products we share with them.

M

AbbyLawson, 
Just a Girl and Her Blog

justagirlandherblog.com


1 5 5 Q4.

    his year I started using Instagram with intention. 

I used to ignore my IG account, but this year I 

really wanted to change that. In 2020 I started 

posting consistently, posting better images, and 

chatting with people on the app more. As a result, 

I’ve signed a surprising amount of new clients and 

students, who found me on Instagram. Its been a 

pleasant surprise, making additional sales which I 

wouldn’t have otherwise. My strategy there isn’t 

really a strategy. I just to show up, post often, and 

make new friends!

T

ChelseaClarke, 
Her Paper Route

herpaperroute.com


1 5 6 Q4.

   nstagram for sure. I think I’m able to connect 

and have conversations with people in meaningful 

ways. I think it’s one of the best ways to connect 

with your audience on a deeper level.

I

Helene Sula, 
Helene In Between

heleneinbetween.com


1 5 7 Q4.

  don’t have a lot of time to focus on social media 

these days, so I have dropped Instagram posting and 

just focus my time on Facebook where I interact with 

my audience and also run Facebook ads. Whenever I 

publish a new post, I also post on Pinterest and stay 

semi-active on there as well.

I

Lena Got t, 
What Mommy Does

whatmommydoes.com


1 5 8 Q4.

     ’m honestly not a huge fan of social platforms  

because the interactions you have with an audience 

can be fleeting. I’ve had the most success with 

Pinterest. But then again, Pinterest is a search engine, 

not quite a social platform. I always focus on my email 

base to grow my fan base. Whether i launch a book 

on Amazon, share a video on Facebook or write a blog 

post, I’m thinking about how to get readers back on to 

my email list. It’s all about the long game and how you 

can nurture a deeper relationship. You’re laying the 

foundation today to reap the results later. Persistent 

nurturing and knocks on the door win in today’s  

online space.

I

Meera Kothand, 
MeeraKothand.com

MeeraKothand.com


1 5 9 Q4.

WendyLugoSantiago, 
Digital Marketing LS | EG

  really love LinkedIn, 

Instagram, and Pinterest.  

I am in most of the other 

social networks as well, but 

those 3 have given me the 

biggest success. I create 

for each blog post several 

blurbs with different 

images. Then I schedule 

them into my social media 

management tool. From 

there on, I use for each 

one of the social networks 

a different strategy. For 

LinkedIn, I share my blog 

post as a post in my page 

and my profile as soon as 

it is published.  I set the 

I post as recurring every 

4 months, so I don’t have 

to remember to repost it 

again.  After 2 months, I use 

the blog post and publish it 

in LinkedIn Publisher. I wait 

the 2 months in order to get 

the SEO juice to my blog 

instead of LinkedIn :). For 

Instagram and Pinterest, 

I schedule the different 

graphics I created with the 

different blurbs over the 

next 4 weeks. I usually set 

all of them as recurring at 

different times to sprinkle 

them throughout the year. I 

use hashtags on all of them. 

digitalmarketinglseg.com/blog


1 6 0 Q4.

Cindy Bidar, 
CindyBidar.com

 acebook has always been my go-to social 

platform, but I find I’m moving away from it now. 

I’m far more interested in Pinterest these days, 

which is not a platform I’ve ever used. I’m looking 

forward to learning more about it though!

F

cindybidar.com


1 6 1 Q4.

Kristi McMillan, 
Paperless Boss

 ave just set up a Facebook Group 

& Page.  Just starting on Pinterest

H

PaperlessBoss.com


Q5.
WHAT TOPICS  

ARE YOUR 
READERS  
SHOWING  
THE MOST 
INTEREST  
IN RIGHT  

NOW?



1 6 3 Q5.

   ith so many people losing their jobs this year, 

many people want resources on making money 

online! If you blog about anything that helps people 

start a business, scale a side hustle, or generate 

sales of any kind, you will be golden.

W

ChelseaClarke, 
Her Paper Route

herpaperroute.com


1 6 4 Q5.

        y promise at BIG Brand System is, “I’ll teach you 

how to build an online business you love ♥” 

This year, that promise is resonating more than ever. 

The only 100% safe place to do business in the midst 

of a global pandemic — no mask required — is online. 

People are excited to learn fun, new skills they can use 

in their online business, like creating branded images 

for their website, social platforms, ads, and email 

marketing. That’s why I decided to offer my Image Lab 

CORE course as part of the toolkit this year!

M

PamelaWilson, 
Big Brand System

BigBrandSystem.com


1 6 5 Q5.

  iche - Back to School through homeschooling

Biz -  How to work at home and really make 

money. How to start a side hustle.

N

Kerry Beck, 

Family Ebiz

FamilyEbiz.com


1 6 6 Q5.

LucreziaIapichino, 
Blogging For New Bloggers

& Tiny Love Bug

 uring the pandemic, I have seen a spike in my 

audience’s interest towards different ways to  

make money online. Content related to how to  

start your own blog or grow your business has 

always performed well but in addition, I have 

noticed more and more people are interested in 

working as VAs, web designers, proofreaders, 

anything that can be done from home or working 

online. 

D

bloggingfornewbloggers.com
tinylovebug.com/


1 6 7 Q5.

  s a health writer and blogger, trustworthy 

COVID-19 info is key! Our knowledge base is  

growing so quickly as new research is uncovering 

more and more about the virus. It’s hard to keep 

up and keep things straight! Now people are 

experiencing a lot of overwhelm and unease in all 

areas of their lives. Helping your readers prevent 

the spread of the virus is so, so important--for our 

health, economy, and everything in between. Also, 

people need reminders and easy-to-implement 

strategies on how to eat healthily, stay fit, manage 

their underlying conditions, get better sleep, and 

reduce excess stress.

A

Leesa Klich, MSc, 
LeesaKlich.com

LeesaKlich.com


1 6 8 Q5.

  nything to do with organizing 

tips, time management and using 

digital tools as a blogger.

A

Shailaja V, 
Blogging & Social Media 

Simplified

ShailajaV.com
ShailajaV.com


1 6 9 Q5.

  y audience is very interested in how to 

successfully market their businesses.  They want to 

know more about how to use Pinterest for business 

and how to incorporate content marketing and 

email marketing into their strategies.  Additionally, 

they want to know how to be more productive and 

how to organize everything in their businesses.

M

Tonia Kendrick, 
Solopreneur Diaries

SolopreneurDiaries.com


1 7 0 Q5.

 ight now my audience seems most 

interested in growing their audience.

R

Misty Dorman, 
Life Ninjas Blog

MistyDorman.com


1 7 1 Q5.

 arenting is one of those niches that has 

fared extremely well during the pandemic. Now 

more than ever, moms want to know how to stay 

organised, keep their home life in order, stop 

their kids from fighting, master homeschooling, 

motivate their children to study, work out how 

to eliminate excessive screen time and generally 

keep their family life calm and happy at the same 

time. I understand their pain points because as a 

mom, I feel the same way!

P

Frances Vidakovic, 
 Inspiring Life Dreams

InspiringLifeDreams.com


1 7 2 Q5.

  publish home-based career information, so 

there’s a lot of interest in general work-from-home 

tips. Such as, what equipment is needed, how to 

balance kids and work, and of course, there are a 

lot of people searching for jobs.

I

Holly Reisem Hanna, 
The Work at Home Woman

TheWorkAtHomeWoman.com


1 7 3 Q5.

 n my personal development blog, 

a lot of posts on spirituality, mental 

health, wellness and mindset are doing 

quite well.

O

Nadalie Bardo, 
NadalieBardo.com

& It’s All You Boo

nadaliebardo.com
itsallyouboo.com


1 74 Q5.

Daniella Schoeman, 
Biz & Content Alchemy

    orking from home is of great interest at the 

moment which means that bloggers are going to 

absolutely love this bundle that will show them 

how to turn their blog into an opportunity to work 

from home.

W

BizAndContentAlchemy.com


1 7 5 Q5.

Meera Kothand, 
MeeraKothand.com

 reating and launching digital products.C

MeeraKothand.com


1 7 6 Q5.

   ow to become brand ambassadors, influencers, 

and create their own online empire!

H

Elaine Rau, 
Lady Boss Blogger

LadyBossBlogger.com


1 7 7 Q5.

omemaking, family fun, budgeting.H

Lena Got t, 
What Mommy Does

whatmommydoes.com


1 7 8 Q5.

CarolineVencil 
& TracyLynn, 
Blogging On Point

 hort term help, quick 

wins, things that they can 

put into action fast. 

S

BloggingOnPoint.com


1 7 9 Q5.

    y readers are showing more 

interest on quick fashion finds 

and self development posts.

M

Emmanuela Okon, 
Style By Emmanuela

stylebyemmanuela.com


1 8 0 Q5.

BreonnaQueen, 
Her Content Rocks

 tarting a YouTube channel and 

making money with your content.

S

HerContentRocks.com/blog


1 8 1 Q5.

 o many of my students and clients have been 

launching new online courses and digital offers 

and having so much success. The move to online 

education is more powerful than ever before and 

the opportunity has never been better... for any 

niche!

S

Gemma  
Bonham-Carter, 

GemmaBonhamCarter.com

gemmabonhamcarter.com


1 8 2 Q5.

    y readers are seeing the benefit of blogging  

for profit - even if you only do it as a side hustle - and 

they have shown interest in learning more about 

how to monetize and scale a blogging business.

M

Ana Skyes, 
The She Approach

TheSheApproach.com


1 8 3 Q5.

 log growth, social media strategies, 

ideas for what to post.

B

Helene Sula, 
Helene In Between

heleneinbetween.com


1 8 4 Q5.

Jessie Festa, 
Jessie an a Journey

    y niche is travel, so I’ve been having luck with 

staycations, how to travel without leaving home, 

and outdoor hiking and cycling guides. I’ve also 

had luck weaving in more wellness into my content, 

such as through an article I wrote on creating a 

DIY yoga retreat at home. 

M

jessieonajourney.com
https://jessieonajourney.com/diy-yoga-retreat-travel-at-home/


1 8 5 Q5.

Kristi McMillan, 
Paperless Boss

otivation & Inspiration.M

PaperlessBoss.com


1 8 6 Q5.

   ide hustling and creative 

ways to increase income.

S

Cody Berman & 
Julie Berninger, 

 Gold City Ventures

goldcityventures.com


1 8 7 Q5.

Brianna Berner, 
Spiked Parenting

 ow to juggle working from home while taking 

care of the kids and staying on top of chores (does 

anyone else do like 3 loads of laundry a day now?!).

H

SpikedParenting.com


1 8 8 Q5.

         ow to make money online, How to make 

money blogging, How to stay productive and get 

things done, and How to make your business legal. 

My readers are more interested in scheduling 

 one-on-one coaching calls with me these days 

that are more personalized to them and gives 

them instant results. It’s always easier and faster 

to talk to someone over the phone and get answers 

to your important blogging and legal questions 

right away.

H

Amira Irfan, 
A Self Guru

ASelfGuru.com


1 8 9 Q5.

   ow to show up as a professional 

when your entire world/life has turned 

upside down.

H

Robyn Roste, 
 Sage Media & Marketing

 & RobynRoste.com

sagemediamarketing.com
robynroste.com


1 9 0 Q5.

    y readers were very interested in learning 

to make and sew face masks when the pandemic 

began, and there is still interest, but now we’re 

also back to creating beautiful home decor and 

gifts — the very same topics we usually teach!

M

Jennifer Maker, 
JenniferMaker.com

JenniferMaker.com


1 9 1 Q5.

 EO! Especially keyword research. My readers 

have seen the power and potential of SEO, thanks 

to all that extra search engine traffic during 

lockdown, and they have wanted to learn how to 

get more of that!

And also, unsurprisingly, productivity. A lot of 

people have been having a tough time juggling 

blogging and the added pressures of the pandemic 

- particularly homeschooling - and they are looking 

for tips on how to work more productively.

S

EbGargano, 
Productive Blogging

ProductiveBlogging.com


1 9 2 Q5.

 EO, brand collaborations, email strategy, and 

growing your blog. I think this is because of how 

digital everything is becoming, everyone wants 

to be educated on the best practices with digital 

platforms.

S

Thrive, 
ThriveTogether.blog

thrivetogether.blog


1 9 3 Q5.

    aking Money from Home, 

Homeschooling / Distance Learning, SEO

M

Lucy Reyes, 
Cheers To Life Blogging

& Cheers To Blogging

CheersToLifeBlogging.com
CheersToBlogging.com


1 9 4 Q5.

 ree printable activities to help 

them homeschool their children.
F

Faith Lee, 
For Mommies By Mommy

ForMommiesByMommy.com


1 9 5 Q5.

    interest Keyword Trends, Pinterest 

Promoted Pins, Pinterest Strategies to 

increase email opt-ins.

P

Laura Rike, 
LauraRike.com

laurarike.com/blog


1 9 6 Q5.

 LR content. That’s private label rights, where 

they can buy ready made digital products, and 

then sell them as their own. Or change them into 

pretty much anything they want.

P

Cecilie Aslaksen, 
Mom Making Money at Home

MomMakingMoneyAtHome.com


1 9 7 Q5.

roducts and printables.P

DebbieGartner, 

The Flooring Girl

TheFlooringGirl.com


1 9 8 Q5.

 ur blog is organization-focused so we’ve been 

trying to share strategies and printables that  

help people organize their homes during this time 

since we’ve all been spending a lot more time 

there! I’m a firm believer that loving where you 

live and feeling comfortable in your surroundings 

can positively affect how you operate in the other 

areas of your life. And any way we can find to 

encourage people and share positivity and hope, 

we will!

O

AbbyLawson, 
Just a Girl and Her Blog

justagirlandherblog.com


1 9 9 Q5.

 ips for productivity with kids at home. 

Like my post Gamifying the Morning Routine.
T

Couset t, 
Techie Mamma

techiemamma.com


2 0 0 Q5.

WendyLugoSantiago, 
Digital Marketing LS | EG

 nything that has to do with how to get your 

business online and how to use social media to 

market your business.  A lot of technical knowhow 

is also very appreciated.

A

digitalmarketinglseg.com/blog


Q6.
WHAT HAS  
BEEN THE 

HARDEST PART 
ABOUT BLOGGING 

DURING SUCH  
A CRAZY YEAR?



2 0 2 Q6.

CarolineVencil 
& TracyLynn, 
Blogging On Point

 inding a harmony of work-at-home life and 

family life. Balancing work and family time has  

been an issue for so many bloggers and 

entrepreneurs in the past, but it hasn’t been until 

this year that everyone in the world realizes it. 

Balance isn’t always easy. But as bloggers, we need 

to find the time to dedicate to blogging and then 

be ready to shut  it off to spend time with family. 

Treating your blog as a clock-in-clock-out kind of 

job helps to really establish that balance.

F

BloggingOnPoint.com


2 0 3 Q6.

 taying focused. There are 

just so many distractions.
S

DebbieGartner, 

The Flooring Girl

TheFlooringGirl.com


2 0 4 Q6.

   taying focused on what my readers need.  

Too many opportunities in my niche of 

homeschooling so saying no to some really 

good opportunities so I still provide excellent 

resources and help for my readers.

S

Kerry Beck, 

Family Ebiz

FamilyEbiz.com


2 0 5 Q6.

   inding the balance of running our business 

effectively while also being proactive, supportive 

parents has been the biggest challenge for us. I  

have loved getting to spend extra time with my 

kiddos, but my focus and productivity when it comes 

to work is just not the same when they are home. I 

am totally fine with all of our business stuff taking 

a back seat to our family stuff! But the blog is what 

my husband and I both do full time, so we still have 

to find a way to make it work, even if it is scaled 

back a bit for this season. Finding that balance has 

been tricky for sure!

F

AbbyLawson, 
Just a Girl and Her Blog

justagirlandherblog.com


2 0 6 Q6.

 taying consistent, motivated 

and blogging with a purpose!

S

BreonnaQueen, 
Her Content Rocks

HerContentRocks.com/blog


2 0 7 Q6.

   inding the time and focus. It’s been so hard to 

balance more time with kids at home, plus the 

increased anxiety of the pandemic.

F

Sarah RenaeClark, 
SarahRenaeClark.com

sarahrenaeclark.com


2 0 8 Q6.

    actually enjoy meeting bloggers offline and it 

was something I made time for, at least 5 to 6 times 

a year. Not being able to do that has been really 

challenging.

I

Shailaja V, 
Blogging & Social Media 

Simplified

ShailajaV.com
ShailajaV.com


2 0 9 Q6.

    he hardest part was adjusting to this new reality. 

Accepting that 2020 goals cannot continue as 

planned, but that’s okay. That I cannot do all 

I used to, or be a blogger at 100%. So, if I don’t 

have it in me to write a newsletter, then I don’t. 

I’m learning to not stressing too much over unmet 

expectations.

T

Nadalie Bardo, 
NadalieBardo.com

& It’s All You Boo

nadaliebardo.com
itsallyouboo.com


2 1 0 Q6.

WendyLugoSantiago, 
Digital Marketing LS | EG

    ime! I am so busy with my 

business, that I have real issue 

on finding time to blog.

T

digitalmarketinglseg.com/blog


2 1 1 Q6.

 s a full time blogger 

who works from home,  

I didn’t realize how much  

I depended on my social 

life to help keep me sane 

until the pandemic hit.  

I generally don’t have 

an OFF switch when it 

comes to blogging because 

I love it so much but in 

the past, pre-pandemic, 

my afternoons and 

weekends were so busy 

with activities and much-

appreciated breaks with 

family and friends.  

A

Frances Vidakovic, 
 Inspiring Life Dreams

So to have that clearly 

defined opportunity for 

some time away from 

work disappear during 

the pandemic definitely 

took some adjusting to. 

I’ll be honest, the lines 

were blurred for a while 

but eventually I set up 

new clear boundaries 

separating my work life 

from my home life (with 

a little bit of help from 

Netflix and family board 

games in the beginning!)

InspiringLifeDreams.com


2 1 2 Q6.

 aving to homeschool my children during my 

country’s lockdown while still running my blog.

H

Faith Lee, 
For Mommies By Mommy

ForMommiesByMommy.com


2 1 3 Q6.

Kristi McMillan, 
Paperless Boss

tress and the unknown.S

PaperlessBoss.com


2 1 4 Q6.

  think the toughest part has been how  

important places in my town closed during the 

pandemic and threw our systems into a tizzy. For 

example, my craft stores were closed for several 

months, and craft supplies are critical to my ability 

to create new content on my blog. I tried to order 

from online sources, but experienced delays  

there that caused issues, too. And, of course, the 

schools closing meant I often had less time to work 

because I was helping my daughter learn from 

home.

I

Jennifer Maker, 
JenniferMaker.com

JenniferMaker.com


2 1 5 Q6.

 e had a hard time switching our conference 

from in-person to virtual, but the response was 

amazing. The hard part was being able to promote 

the event with less time and less income. We were 

able to gain over 500 attendees though. This 

taught us that our community is everything in 

these times.

W

Thrive, 
ThriveTogether.blog

thrivetogether.blog


2 1 6 Q6.

Daniella Schoeman, 
Biz & Content Alchemy

 he uncertainty tends to leave 

you feeling demotivated at times 

and I’ve had plenty of ups and 

downs during this year. 

T

BizAndContentAlchemy.com


2 1 7 Q6.

     or me, the hardest part has been staying  

focused and motivated.  There are so many 

distractions and the news is often depressing.  

That makes it hard to work.  In order to overcome 

that, I make an effort to avoid the news until  

after the workday is over. I’ve also added a new 

website blocking tool to my arsenal to limit the 

time I spend on social media.

F

Tonia Kendrick, 
Solopreneur Diaries

SolopreneurDiaries.com


2 1 8 Q6.

  he hardest part was basically 

retaining the traffic of my blog 

despite everything going on.

T

Emmanuela Okon, 
Style By Emmanuela

stylebyemmanuela.com


2 1 9 Q6.

   or personal reasons and due to the madness of 

the pandemic, this year has been an emotional 

rollercoaster which has at times affected my 

productivity and motivation to work on my blog.

Being disciplined with the work that I had to do 

is probably the hardest thing about blogging, 

especially being a full-time blogger. 

F

Ana Skyes, 
The She Approach

TheSheApproach.com


2 2 0 Q6.

Brianna Berner, 
Spiked Parenting

    or me, it’s been about managing my expectations. 

I’ve been blogging full time for a couple of years 

now. I had projects mapped out for the entire year. 

And I had to sit down and create a more realistic 

schedule because I’m not able to work as much as 

I could before. But that’s also what I love about 

blogging. I don’t have to worry about finding 40 

hours a week to work from home. I can sit down, 

create a plan, and then get it done in the time  

I do have.

F

SpikedParenting.com


2 2 1 Q6.

   eeping up with the schedule 

and trying to get myself featured in 

different places.

K

Couset t, 
Techie Mamma

techiemamma.com


2 2 2 Q6.

    taying consistent.  Honestly, getting new blog 

posts out has gone down on my priority list as 

I’ve been creating challenges for my audience and 

launching Life Ninja Academy (and all of the content 

creation that comes with that).  I’m just one person 

and although I do have a VA to help with some tasks, 

right now I have to carefully prioritize my time.  With 

my young kids being home doing remote learning, I 

just don’t have as many hours to work every day.  I’m 

looking forward to getting back into a more regular 

flow with blogging though & have plans to start 

pushing out a lot more content very soon.

S

Misty Dorman, 
Life Ninjas Blog

MistyDorman.com


2 2 3 Q6.

   here to start?! Time has been the hardest, with 

all childcare closed or forbidden during lockdown. 

All sponsorships were cancelled or postponed as 

they involved travel so I’ve had to be creative and 

try to find different ways to earn through the blog, 

mainly by developing products of my own.

W

Abigail King, 
Inside The Travel Lab

insidethetravellab.com


2 2 4 Q6.

ealing with the uncertainty.D

Holly Reisem Hanna, 
The Work at Home Woman

TheWorkAtHomeWoman.com


2 2 5 Q6.

  worry that I’m not being 

sensitive to my readers needs 

and what they want to focus on.

I

Helene Sula, 
Helene In Between

heleneinbetween.com


2 2 6 Q6.

  am based in Melbourne 
and since the beginning of 
this pandemic, we have had 
a few lockdowns and we’re 
currently in lockdown with 
stage 4 restrictions. It has 
been hard for me to find 
the time and focus to work 
on my business or engage 
with my audience during 
lockdown. I know it may 
sound counterintuitive but 
I have an 18-month-old 
daughter.  All playgrounds, 
centres, libraries, swimming 
pools, classes, are 
currently closed. I don’t 
want my little girl to miss 
out on experiences and 

I

LucreziaIapichino, 
Blogging For New Bloggers

& Tiny Love Bug

development opportunities 
because of the pandemic so 
I try to keep her stimulated 
and entertained as much 
as I can during lockdown. 
I am focusing less on my 
business and more on 
family activities with my 
daughter. Having her at 
home more than usual 
combined with the massive 
time zone difference also 
meant I had to pause any 
live training and decline all 
invites for live interviews 
or podcast appearances for 
these past months and the 
foreseeable future. 

bloggingfornewbloggers.com
tinylovebug.com/


2 2 7 Q6.

Jessie Festa, 
Jessie an a Journey

  he rollercoaster of emotions. This is more on 

the personal end of things, but some days I’ve 

felt really motivated and inspired, and others I 

haven’t wanted to get out of bed. Compared to 

non-pandemic times, I’ve definitely had more days 

where I needed an extra nap or a few more hours 

of sleep, though luckily right now I have the space 

to give myself those things. 

T

jessieonajourney.com


2 2 8 Q6.

  rying to stay focused on our 

business goals while so many 

things are changing in our 

personal lives.

T

Cody Berman & 
Julie Berninger, 

 Gold City Ventures

goldcityventures.com


2 2 9 Q6.

 nowing what to say when things are so hard for 

so many people. I’ve had some really sad stories 

land in my inbox and it’s just heartbreaking and 

hard to know how to serve them well.

K

Lisa Sharp, 
Lisa Sharp Creative

lisasharpcreative.com


2 3 0 Q6.

 eing able to focus on blogging along with 

everything else going on. I’ve had to loosen up 

timelines and accept that I’m doing the best I can 

right now. And as a health writer in a pandemic, 

that means that I have to sacrifice some quantity 

because I’ll never sacrifice quality. One thing that 

helps me is knowing that this situation won’t go on 

forever, and one day the COVID-19 pandemic will 

be that time we’ll all look back on with a grimace. 

Getting through this temporary tough time means 

some things are going to slide (number of blog posts), 

but not the important things (like credibility and 

trustworthiness).

B

Leesa Klich, MSc, 
LeesaKlich.com

LeesaKlich.com


2 3 1 Q6.

   arketing has been stressful—trying to stay 

in tune with where people are at, being mindful 

of world events while still showing up and doing 

business.

M

Robyn Roste, 
 Sage Media & Marketing

 & RobynRoste.com

sagemediamarketing.com
robynroste.com


2 3 2 Q6.

  already spend the majority of my time working 

from home since I’m a full-time blogger, so not 

being able to go out and get some fresh air has been 

quite hard! While I love working by myself and for 

myself, social settings energize me so without that 

in my life, I found it extremely hard to concentrate 

and stay motivated. This is why I decided to invest 

time in finding the perfect mentors so that I could 

make sure I was still growing in the midst of all 

the ups and downs.

I

Elaine Rau, 
Lady Boss Blogger

LadyBossBlogger.com


2 3 3 Q6.

Cindy Bidar, 
CindyBidar.com

   taying focused was really hard for me back in 

early March, but once I got past the initial shock 

and settled back into my routine, I’m not finding a 

lot that has really changed for me.

S

cindybidar.com


2 3 4 Q6.

      taying active, positive and focused on my 

business during the lockdown and chaos around 

us. It can be mentally tough to stay positive when 

you see so many people scared and suffering.

S

Amira Irfan, 
A Self Guru

ASelfGuru.com


2 3 5 Q6.

    uggling blogging and homeschooling, without 

a doubt! I have felt at times like I was doing both 

badly. But my husband and I wrote a timetable for 

the kids and we all lived by it for many weeks... 

and we got through!

J

EbGargano, 
Productive Blogging

ProductiveBlogging.com


2 3 6 Q6.

 ll the inconsistencies and having to adapt to 

change from one day to another. Now with kids 

going back to school and us moms getting our kid’s 

schedules a few days before school starts is hard 

on us all. So things are hard for us as bloggers but 

also as parents and as normal human beings.

A

Lucy Reyes, 
Cheers To Life Blogging

& Cheers To Blogging

CheersToLifeBlogging.com
CheersToBlogging.com


2 3 7 Q6.

  inding time to do it! I can’t 

focus when I’m stressed out 

and this year has been crazy.

F

Lena Got t, 
What Mommy Does

whatmommydoes.com


2 3 8 Q6.

    hat the whole world is affected, and 

are at different stages in any given time.
T

Cecilie Aslaksen, 
Mom Making Money at Home

MomMakingMoneyAtHome.com


2 3 9 Q6.

   f I spend too much time looking at the news, it 

can derail my creativity for the whole day. 

I have a rule — I let the news happen during the 

day without checking it. Then I take a look at the 

end of the day, once I’ve hit my goals for the day.

The news is going to happen whether you look at 

it or not! Prioritizing my own work has made all 

the difference.

I

PamelaWilson, 
Big Brand System

BigBrandSystem.com


Q7.
WHAT DO YOU 

THINK A BLOGGER’S 
MISSION SHOULD 
BE DURING A TIME 

WHEN SO MANY 
PEOPLE ARE  
SCARED AND 
SUFFERING?



2 4 1 Q7.

 o matter what is going on in the world, you  

have unique talents and gifts to share. Don’t let 

anyone convince you that your recipes or craft 

tutorials or anything else isn’t needed during  

this time. There is someone who is looking for 

EXACTLY what you offer. Don’t dim your light. 

Use whatever your gifts are to be a positive voice 

in this world. You might consider opening up a bit 

more, being a little more vulnerable, but don’t 

silence your gifts or your voice during this time. 

Your mission is serving your audience, and that 

can be done in a million different ways.

N

Beth Anne 
Schwamberger, 

Brilliant Business Moms

brilliantbusinessmoms.com


2 4 2 Q7.

     o help and be considerate of your audience. Think 

on what is going on in current day and how you can 

help your audience overtime the struggles. The 

same holds true for ourselves as well. I am a strong 

believer in taking work breaks and practicing self-

care to avoid getting burnout. We are only one 

person and we must accept that we cannot do it 

all. We must learn and adapt to our limits.

T

Lucy Reyes, 
Cheers To Life Blogging

& Cheers To Blogging

CheersToLifeBlogging.com
CheersToBlogging.com


2 4 3 Q7.

 roviding compassion, offering value and 

building relationships now more than ever.  

People are feeling isolated, so it’s a great time  

to really focus on community.

P

Sarah RenaeClark, 
SarahRenaeClark.com

sarahrenaeclark.com


2 4 4 Q7.

   t’s important to reassure your audience that 

even though times are uncertain, we can focus on 

things that are within our control. For a blogger, 

that could be as simple as just showing up and 

working on our blogs. It doesn’t have to be perfect 

or intense; it just has to be the source of solace, 

which is what blogging is for me. It keeps anxiety 

about the pandemic at bay.

I

Shailaja V, 
Blogging & Social Media 

Simplified

ShailajaV.com
ShailajaV.com


2 4 5 Q7.

 o empower their readers by 

offering guidance and hope.
T

Daniella Schoeman, 
Biz & Content Alchemy

BizAndContentAlchemy.com


2 4 6 Q7.

CarolineVencil 
& TracyLynn, 
Blogging On Point

            e there for your people! Get out there and show 

up for them. They are scared, they are looking for 

help, they are looking for a distraction... anything. 

It’s our job as bloggers to show up to help them. 

Whether you have 1 or 100,000 people in your 

internet world, you need to show up to give them 

the help that they are desperately looking for. 

B

BloggingOnPoint.com


2 47 Q7.

Jessie Festa, 
Jessie an a Journey

 o first and foremost focus on your own mental 

health. And then, when you feel up to it, to meet 

the current needs of your audience. Likely, those 

needs will be very different from before the 

pandemic. 

T

jessieonajourney.com


2 4 8 Q7.

 o matter what your niche is, provide your 

audience with as much value as possible. If you can 

address a problem and help your audience tackle 

it easier, faster, or more efficiently, you’ll develop 

a loyal audience who keeps coming back for more.

N

Cody Berman & 
Julie Berninger, 

 Gold City Ventures

goldcityventures.com


2 4 9 Q7.

  e generous. Be kind. Be a spreader of 

trustworthy and credible information.
B

Leesa Klich, MSc, 
LeesaKlich.com

LeesaKlich.com


2 5 0 Q7.

    o set a good example for others, virtually check 

in with each other and provide our support in any 

way we can!

T

Amira Irfan, 
A Self Guru

ASelfGuru.com


2 5 1 Q7.

    howing kindness, equality, support and love for 

everyone. Focus on always being kind & respectful 

and providing the awesome value you were meant 

to through your website/blog.

S

Laura Rike, 
LauraRike.com

laurarike.com/blog


2 5 2 Q7.

EbGargano, 
Productive Blogging

    osh that’s a tough 

question! I think each 

blogger needs to judge that 

for themselves - I don’t think 

it would necessarily be the 

same thing for every blogger. 

Personally, I definitely felt as 

if I should use my Facebook 

group - the Productive 

Blogging Community - as 

a place where bloggers 

could come and share their 

struggles and we’d all pitch 

in and help/encourage each 

other. I also wrote a long 

piece in my Facebook group 

G (which I also sent to my email 

subscribers), sharing tips 

and ideas for different ways 

to approach blogging during 

the pandemic, as I knew that 

one size would not fit all - we 

are all affected so differently 

by the pandemic... I gave 

suggestions ranging from just 

carrying on as planned, to 

writing content specifically 

focused on pandemic related 

topics, to just doing a few 

background jobs... as for 

some that was all they could 

manage.

ProductiveBlogging.com


2 5 3 Q7.

 nce you understood that people are feeling 

this way - scared, confused and anxious, I think 

the greatest value that a blogger can offer their 

readers is relief from their pain and struggles, in 

whichever manner serves them best.

O

Frances Vidakovic, 
 Inspiring Life Dreams

InspiringLifeDreams.com


2 5 4 Q7.

 our mission is to stay on your lane and don’t 

made decisions from a place of fear. 

We all respond in different ways.

I’m a worrier. The way I take my mind off things is to 

work and create. You do you.

But remember that fear and panic usually lead to 

inaction or the wrong decisions.

You don’t want to be reactionary. You want to be 

strategic.

It’s easy to fall prey to herd mentality and behaviour, 

but when they zig, you zag. Remember that the fear 

and panic will lift. People will start spending again.

Y

Meera Kothand, 
MeeraKothand.com

MeeraKothand.com


2 5 5 Q7.

  think a blogger’s mission should always be to 

help people and provide a useful service. Share 

your knowledge, share your creativity and show 

people how to overcome their struggles and 

improve their situation.

I

ChelseaClarke, 
Her Paper Route

herpaperroute.com


2 5 6 Q7.

 eep doing what you’re best at, whether 

that’s publishing yummy meals for busy moms or  

coaching other to improve their lives in some way. 

You are making a difference by helping people 

through your work and also taking time to focus on 

your family. As a family, we are using this time to 

reconnect and also seek out volunteer work.

K

Lena Got t, 
What Mommy Does

whatmommydoes.com


2 5 7 Q7.

    believe most bloggers have something really 

unique to share with the world. Weather it’s 

useful information, handy tips, inspiration for new 

projects or entertaining content that can help 

distract people from feeling overwhelmed, we can 

all play a part in being there for our readers and 

supporting them back for once.

I

Ana Skyes, 
The She Approach

TheSheApproach.com


2 5 8 Q7.

Kristi McMillan, 
Paperless Boss

   o comfort, support, 

inspire and motivate.
T

PaperlessBoss.com


2 5 9 Q7.

Brianna Berner, 
Spiked Parenting

        t depends on the business and niche, but letting 

people see behind the scenes has been really 

powerful during this time. It shows that while we 

may have fantastic advice on how to do certain 

things, that we struggle, too. That this time has 

also been difficult for us. And normalizing that 

and sharing what we’re doing to get through it 

I think is the best thing we can do to serve our 

communities and grow as people.

I

SpikedParenting.com


2 6 0 Q7.

WendyLugoSantiago, 
Digital Marketing LS | EG

   o help, uplift, and make the transition 

to a new way of life as easy as it can get.
T

digitalmarketinglseg.com/blog


2 6 1 Q7.

 robably now more than 

ever people may feel the 

need to keep themselves 

occupied, have the time to 

learn a new skill or start 

their blog and grow their 

business, especially if they’re 

in lockdown, self-isolating, 

home-schooling their kids, or 

otherwise being affected by 

social distancing measures 

and restrictions. I also think 

that being able to make 

some extra money online 

may come even more in 

handy than usual at these 

unprecedented times of 

uncertainty. Bloggers can 

P

LucreziaIapichino, 
Blogging For New Bloggers

& Tiny Love Bug

support their audience in 

many ways during these 

difficult times. Depending 

on the niche, we can provide 

content to entertain our 

audience, teach them new 

things, offer tips and tricks, 

or help them stay healthy 

during lockdown. Personally, 

I find that the best way to 

help, support and offer value 

to my audience is to keep 

sharing tips, knowledge and 

free or affordable resources. 

It’s what I do best and it’s 

always been my way to 

support others along their 

blogging journey.

bloggingfornewbloggers.com
tinylovebug.com/


2 6 2 Q7.

  think it should be to provide amazing content 

to their readers and be willing to assist and learn 

themselves. Providing content that’s going to  

push their audience forward and teach them 

something they can’t receive anywhere else  

should be the goal. I also think taking care of  

their own mental health and well being is crucial  

in these times. We’re all struggling, so if we  

can be open and honest about what we’re going 

through, we can help others along the way.

I

Thrive, 
ThriveTogether.blog

thrivetogether.blog


2 6 3 Q7.

 ffer support, don’t push products just to make 

a profit, but showcase how one can make a living 

from a laptop anywhere, and comply with the 

social distancing.

O

Cecilie Aslaksen, 
Mom Making Money at Home

MomMakingMoneyAtHome.com


2 6 4 Q7.

 logging — whether it’s written, audio, or video 

content — is all about sharing useful, engaging, helpful 

information.

As bloggers, we can feel really good about sharing 

helpful guidance for free during this time!

My mission hasn’t changed: BIG Brand System is an 

empathetic, clear voice in the midst of confusion. My 

goal is to provide a fun, helpful place to learn new skills 

and build a business you love!

B

PamelaWilson, 
Big Brand System

BigBrandSystem.com


2 6 5 Q7.

    o educate, motivate, and empower to help  

people get through these tough times and know 

that there is hope and a now is the time to build 

your desired future.

T

Elaine Rau, 
Lady Boss Blogger

LadyBossBlogger.com


2 6 6 Q7.

e reliable, honest & caring.B

DebbieGartner, 

The Flooring Girl

TheFlooringGirl.com


2 6 7 Q7.

 elping people. It’s all about helping them, 

reducing their fears by helping. When you 

help people, they will trust you and stick with 

you no matter what.

H

Kerry Beck, 

Family Ebiz

FamilyEbiz.com


2 6 8 Q7.

    think a blogger’s mission should always be to 

provide solutions. Think about how your niche 

will help your audience overcome their problems. 

These might be big, scary problems like how to pay 

the bills if they’ve lost their job.  Or they might 

be day-to-day problems like what to fix for dinner 

when you’re tired of eating at home.  Whatever 

their problem is, think about how you can help 

your audience solve it.

I

Tonia Kendrick, 
Solopreneur Diaries

SolopreneurDiaries.com


2 6 9 Q7.

  think bloggers should focus on being the 

good right now. With so much negativity and  

divisiveness online, we all need more positivity 

and hope.

I

Holly Reisem Hanna, 
The Work at Home Woman

TheWorkAtHomeWoman.com


2 7 0 Q7.

    hrough our writing, we can be a voice that reflects 

the experiences that people are going through. 

This helps people to feel understood and less 

alone. We can also help by sharing our expertise 

and guide other people to build a viable income 

online.

T

Faith Lee, 
For Mommies By Mommy

ForMommiesByMommy.com


2 7 1 Q7.

  believe it’s important to truly engage with your 

audience... listen to them and find out what they 

need and how you can best support them.  They 

may say one thing but mean another, so you may 

need to dig a little bit deeper sometimes.  If we 

always come from a place of serving, we’ll always 

have loyal followers.

I

Misty Dorman, 
Life Ninjas Blog

MistyDorman.com


2 7 2 Q7.

 iving permission. Giving permission to be 

scared, suffering, and unsure. We are all in 

different places and have different challenges. 

Respecting choices when so much is controversial 

and not proclaiming one way to do a specific  

thing but giving permission and then offering  

what has worked for you.

G

Couset t, 
Techie Mamma

techiemamma.com


2 7 3 Q7.

 elping to share authentic, well-thought 

out strategies that will help them improve 

and grow their blog and social media.

H

Helene Sula, 
Helene In Between

heleneinbetween.com


2 74 Q7.

  o offer support, sympathy, stability and offer 

solutions when possible. To also be responsible, 

and not encourage unsafe or unscientific advice. 

To lead by example. And to have empathy and  

meet our audience where they’re at.

T

Nadalie Bardo, 
NadalieBardo.com

& It’s All You Boo

nadaliebardo.com
itsallyouboo.com


2 7 5 Q7.

erve your audience well.S

Robyn Roste, 
 Sage Media & Marketing

 & RobynRoste.com

sagemediamarketing.com
robynroste.com


2 7 6 Q7.

   heir mission should be uplift others and show 

how open the blogging community is. Anyone and 

everyone can start a blog of their own as long as 

they put their mind into it.

T

Emmanuela Okon, 
Style By Emmanuela

stylebyemmanuela.com


2 7 7 Q7.

   o be a place of hope and relief. For some, that’s 

an escape from the world’s problems, for others 

it’s how to problem solve right now.

T

Abigail King, 
Inside The Travel Lab

insidethetravellab.com


2 7 8 Q7.

Jennifer Maker, 
JenniferMaker.com

  believe a blogger’s 

mission during a difficult 

time should be to serve 

their audience with 

information and resources 

they truly need. When 

the pandemic began and 

masks became mandatory 

in some places, I completely 

switched gears to creating 

patterns and teaching 

sewing because I knew 

my audience truly needed 

this help and guidance. 

Before this began, I hadn’t 

spent a lot of time teaching 

I sewing — it was a very 

minor part of my blog. But 

by pivoting to what people 

actually needed, and not 

just disappearing on them, 

I was able to truly make 

a difference in millions of 

lives because my face mask 

patterns were viewed by 

over 20 million people in 

a single month. And as a 

result, I’ve discovered a 

wonderful segment of my 

audience and developed a 

new guide to help them!

JenniferMaker.com


2 7 9 Q7.

 think our mission should always be to serve 

and encourage our people, whether we’re in a 

pandemic or not. Their needs will change some 

due to everything going on in the world and we 

might need to inject some extra doses of hope and 

encouragement into our content, but we should 

always be working to meet the needs of our  

readers and followers in the best ways we know 

how.

I

AbbyLawson, 
Just a Girl and Her Blog

justagirlandherblog.com


2 8 0 Q7.

   tay true to yourself and put yourself in your 

readers’ shoes. Ask yourself what would comfort 

you the most right now if you were where they 

are?

S

Lisa Sharp, 
Lisa Sharp Creative

lisasharpcreative.com


2 8 1 Q7.

BreonnaQueen, 
Her Content Rocks

   o make peoples life easier! 

Your content should inform, entertain, education, 

or inspire! Your content should solve some type of 

problem and make that persons’ life easier (even if 

that solution is as simple as helping someone nail 

a winged eyeliner look!)

T

HerContentRocks.com/blog


Q8.
NAME A BLOGGER OR 

INFLUENCER WHO HAS 
REALLY IMPRESSED YOU 
DURING THE PANDEMIC. 

WHO ARE SOME 
BLOGGERS WE ALL 

COULD LEARN FROM 
WATCHING?



2 8 3 Q8.

    y friend Kimberly Coffin  from Sweet Red 

Poppy  also joined in to teach people make face 

masks through many videos and is staying the 

course by offering her audience more sewing 

education!

M

Jennifer Maker, 
JenniferMaker.com

JenniferMaker.com


2 8 4 Q8.

  have always loved loved Crystal Paine  from 

Money Saving Mom. She comes across as so 

genuine, relatable and incredibly sweet. As a  

fellow mom, I love seeing Crystal embrace 

life with so much grace and joy. She connects 

regularly with her audience on so many different  

platforms - Instagram, Facebook, her podcast, 

blog and email and her regular sneakpeeks into 

her life as a mom of four (and one foster child) 

really makes you feel like she could be your  

best friend.

I

Frances Vidakovic, 
 Inspiring Life Dreams

InspiringLifeDreams.com


2 8 5 Q8.

CarolineVencil 
& TracyLynn, 
Blogging On Point

   tu McClaren  – His high energy and community-

helping centered focus really helped us find more 

of what our people needed during this time.

S

BloggingOnPoint.com


2 8 6 Q8.

       ennifer Maker  has inspired me for 3 years!  

She’s always creative and positive and trying 

new  things. Oh and of course when everyone is 

panicking, her instinct is to teach people how to 

make their own masks!

J

DebbieGartner, 

The Flooring Girl

TheFlooringGirl.com


2 8 7 Q8.

  blogger and Youtuber who has really  

impressed me during the pandemic is Lidia  from 

Incoming Success. Through the last couple of 

months she has been incredibly active on her  

blog and Youtube channel, providing useful and 

free advice to her audience consistently. Her  

work ethic and upbeat personality have been  

incredibly inspiring and motivated me to get back 

on track as well.

A

Ana Skyes, 
The She Approach

TheSheApproach.com


2 8 8 Q8.

 ’ve been really impressed with Amy Porterfield 

and how she’s pivoted as needed & continued 

to provide amazing value this year.  Not only 

that, but she’s humbled herself enough to admit 

when she can be doing things better and taken  

initiative to learn and keep improving.

I

Misty Dorman, 
Life Ninjas Blog

MistyDorman.com


2 8 9 Q8.

Jessie Festa, 
Jessie an a Journey

 y favorite blog is The Dodo. I’ve always loved 

their heart-warming animal content, though  

during the pandemic I appreciated those happy 

feelings even more. 

M

jessieonajourney.com


2 9 0 Q8.

  love chicpursuit, straycurls 

and herpaperroute!

I

BreonnaQueen, 
Her Content Rocks

HerContentRocks.com/blog


2 9 1 Q8.

Kristi McMillan, 
Paperless Boss

 b -  Productive Blogging Community.  

Sasha -  Everyday she’s sparkling.

E

PaperlessBoss.com


2 9 2 Q8.

    arah Titus, at www.sarahtitus.com. She gives 

away most of her stuff for free, and she takes  

time to write long and up to date blog posts. She 

doesn’t speak about the pandemic, she speaks 

about her life. And I think it’s essential for people 

who are struggling at the moment, to see that life 

goes on, there’s a certain normality in the world, 

even though it seems to fall to pieces at the  

same time.

S

Cecilie Aslaksen, 
Mom Making Money at Home

MomMakingMoneyAtHome.com


2 9 3 Q8.

LucreziaIapichino, 
Blogging For New Bloggers

& Tiny Love Bug

    o many come to mind. Jennifer Maker Marx, 

Carly Campbell,  Chelsea Clarke,  Sharon Gourlay, 

Ana Skyes,  Sasha Lassey,  Cate Rosales, just to 

name a few. 

S

bloggingfornewbloggers.com
tinylovebug.com/


2 9 4 Q8.

Brianna Berner, 
Spiked Parenting

    honestly muted most of the lists I was on during 

the pandemic so I could focus on what I needed to 

do for my family and my business.

I

SpikedParenting.com


2 9 5 Q8.

 ristine Beaves. She gave 

her signature course “Get 

Chaos Organized For Mom 

Bloggers” away for free to 

help mom bloggers who have 

to manage kids and working 

from home at the same 

time. Through her Facebook 

community, she has also been 

very encouraging  

and sincere. 

Chelsea Clarke  definitely 

has a heart to help fellow 

female entrepreneurs. 

During the #blacklivesmatter 

movement, she reached 

K

Faith Lee, 
For Mommies By Mommy

out with a listening ear 

and offered to support 

the businesses of African 

American entrepreneurs. 

She’s definitely someone  

who takes action and means 

what she says.

Ruth Soukup  always come 

across as sincere and with a 

big heart to help the women 

around her. Her weekly 

newsletters are often filled 

with nuggets of wisdom 

and brilliant, down-to-earth 

advice that inspires and 

encourages us.

ForMommiesByMommy.com


2 9 6 Q8.

uth Soukup  handled it so well!R

Helene Sula, 
Helene In Between

heleneinbetween.com


2 9 7 Q8.

 ichelle Rohr. She’s a powerhouse in the digital 

planner space and she’s always building new, 

helpful products and templates to sell to her 

audience. She’s also fantastic at marketing and 

advertising. Definitely check her out!

M

Cody Berman & 
Julie Berninger, 

 Gold City Ventures

goldcityventures.com


2 9 8 Q8.

     uzi  from Start a Mom Blog  really impressed 

me... she produced some great practical resources 

at the start of the pandemic which were exactly 

what was needed - like a brilliant homeschooling 

timetable!

S

EbGargano, 
Productive Blogging

ProductiveBlogging.com


2 9 9 Q8.

   arina Lotaif  of Yes To Tech  is providing  

such incredible content, consistently! I don’t 

know how she does it, she inspires me.

M

Nadalie Bardo, 
NadalieBardo.com

& It’s All You Boo

nadaliebardo.com
itsallyouboo.com


3 0 0 Q8.

Emmanuela Okon, 
Style By Emmanuela

 isayo Longe  

and Sherlina Nym.
F

stylebyemmanuela.com


3 0 1 Q8.

 oboandchichi  have created some beautiful 

pieces of work on how to explore close to home: 

www.instagram.com/boboandchichi/

B

Abigail King, 
Inside The Travel Lab

insidethetravellab.com


3 0 2 Q8.

 onestly, this is so hard because I am strongly 

impressed by almost every blogger and how  

quickly everyone has adapted, even newbie 

bloggers are doing amazing (and I say this based 

on the awesome members in my Facebook group).  

If I had two narrow it down though, I would 

definitely have to place a vote for Cate Rosales, 

Lucrezia Iapichino  and Chelsea Clarke  as amazing 

bloggers to follow and learn from ♥.

H

Lucy Reyes, 
Cheers To Life Blogging

& Cheers To Blogging

CheersToLifeBlogging.com
CheersToBlogging.com


3 0 3 Q8.

    here are so many! I feel bad only shouting out  

a couple because honestly I could put 50 on 

this list but - Breonna Queen,  Amira Irfan  and  

Lucrezia Lapichino  have all been stand-out  

promoters of their respective businesses and 

blogs, and managed their marketing styles really 

well this year.

T

ChelseaClarke, 
Her Paper Route

herpaperroute.com


3 0 4 Q8.

ll Duclos &  Krista Dickson.E

Daniella Schoeman, 
Biz & Content Alchemy

BizAndContentAlchemy.com


3 0 5 Q8.

WendyLugoSantiago, 
Digital Marketing LS | EG

 ot necessary a blogger, but I love 

Amy Porterfield.  She kept the right 

mix of business and empathy.

N

digitalmarketinglseg.com/blog


3 0 6 Q8.

  really admire Debbie Gartner   who has 

used this time so wonderfully to create 

quality content in her newsletters as 

well as her e-books.

I

Shailaja V, 
Blogging & Social Media 

Simplified

ShailajaV.com
ShailajaV.com


3 0 7 Q8.

 eather Bowen  - Mom of All Seasons. As she 

was changing the focus of her blog, she provided 

an avenue for homeschool vendors to share their 

resources online. Most of them had cancelled  

live shows and needed a place to share. She did 

this out of the goodness of her heart at the first 

of May. Now, it’s her full time job. She offered 

help to a group. Pivoted and now has a FB group 

of 15.8K (in 3 1/2 months).

H

Kerry Beck, 

Family Ebiz

FamilyEbiz.com


3 0 8 Q8.

ary Katherine Backstrom.M

Holly Reisem Hanna, 
The Work at Home Woman

TheWorkAtHomeWoman.com


3 0 9 Q8.

  love what Sandi Feaster  has been doing at  

turning60andbeyond.com/blog/

Sandi teaches people who are 60 and up how to 

stay active and healthy. She was planning to run 

in-person classes before the pandemic. When  

quarantine happened, she pivoted and started posting 

in-home exercise videos on her Instagram profile,  

www.instagram.com/sandifeaster/

Her audience can follow along with the videos at home 

and they don’t require special equipment. 

Sandi is a perfect example of a pandemic pivot — 

she found a way to serve her audience despite the 

limitations!

I

PamelaWilson, 
Big Brand System

BigBrandSystem.com


3 1 0 Q8.

 atasha  at @solstudiomarketing  has been doing 

an amazing job at educating influencers to educate 

themselves and stay up-to-date on the latest  

trends on social. She’s been incredibly informative 

and is changing the game on how to use Instagram.

N

Thrive, 
ThriveTogether.blog

thrivetogether.blog


3 1 1 Q8.

 lexis Grant, 

Andrea Guevara, 

Kirsten Oliphant.

A

Robyn Roste, 
 Sage Media & Marketing

 & RobynRoste.com

sagemediamarketing.com
robynroste.com


Q9.
WHAT TIPS 

DO YOU HAVE 
FOR SOMEONE 

WHO’S STARTING 
A NEW BLOG 
RIGHT NOW?



3 1 3 Q9.

    his is a tough time to start a blog. Don’t get 

discouraged if your earnings are slow to come, 

because even seasoned bloggers are experiencing 

dips right now. Just spend this time building up 

your content base and be ready for when regular 

work resumes. You can do this!

T

Lena Got t, 
What Mommy Does

whatmommydoes.com


3 1 4 Q9.

Misty Dorman, 
Life Ninjas Blog

 ou don’t have to start 

fancy.  Start it simple 

and make sure to have a 

freebie optin to grow your 

email list right from the 

beginning.  Have a purpose 

for every post - be leading 

them into affiliate offers or 

your own offers or email 

list.  Learn & use Pinterest 

marketing.  It’s an amazing 

source of free traffic and 

not hard to get to the top 

of the search results (even 

without a lot of content), 

Y whereas Google SEO can 

be MUCH harder to master.  

Also, beyond every brick 

wall is a breakthrough.  

Too many people give up 

too soon & sadly never 

get to experience that 

breakthrough.  Learn just 

what you need to know 

right now & can implement, 

then ignore all of the shiny 

objects, do your daily 

income-producing activities 

consistently, and hang in 

there!  The income  

is coming!

MistyDorman.com


3 1 5 Q9.

 isten to your niche. Don’t assume you 

know what they want or need. Ask them  

and give them what they are asking for. 

Make friends with others in your niche. Find 

ways to help each other  as you serve your 

readers.

L

Kerry Beck, 

Family Ebiz

FamilyEbiz.com


3 1 6 Q9.

 on’t wait to start growing your Pinterest 

following and your email list. Get on to them 

as soon as you start blogging so you can build  

the momentum you’ll need.

D

Sarah RenaeClark, 
SarahRenaeClark.com

sarahrenaeclark.com


3 1 7 Q9.

 ind a niche that you enjoy and that you’re 

willing to learn more about. Get set to put in some 

hard work on a consistent basis, create quality 

content, promote it on the right channels and  

be super patient. Your audience will find you and 

you will grow an authentic voice in the blogging 

space in the next few months.

F

Shailaja V, 
Blogging & Social Media 

Simplified

ShailajaV.com
ShailajaV.com


3 1 8 Q9.

 lways keep your audience in mind. Who 

are you serving and how can you solve the pain  

points they are experiencing in life? Be consistent 

in your writing. Know your why. Take one baby 

step at a time. Be patient and most importantly 

NEVER GIVE UP!

A

Frances Vidakovic, 
 Inspiring Life Dreams

InspiringLifeDreams.com


3 1 9 Q9.

   ind your passion and follow 

it wherever it may lead you!
F

Daniella Schoeman, 
Biz & Content Alchemy

BizAndContentAlchemy.com


3 2 0 Q9.

       ust do it! It is a great time to challenge yourself 

and start something new. It may even end up 

to be a new revenue stream for you. Don’t get 

overwhelmed with all the details focus on one 

thing at a time and eventually you will have the 

full strategy. Find a name that you really like that 

can be expanded or niched down. Get the name 

set and then if you change, niche, or expand the 

name doesn’t’ have to change.

J

Couset t, 
Techie Mamma

techiemamma.com


3 2 1 Q9.

       onetize from day one. 

Don’t wait. Go make those 

sales now!

M

ChelseaClarke, 
Her Paper Route

herpaperroute.com


3 2 2 Q9.

    tart writing. Your brand, 
voice, and style will develop 
as you go. You’ll find what 
content resonates with 
people and what doesn’t as 
you go. Writing is a muscle, 
and the more you work that 
muscle, the easier 
it becomes.

Grow your list. I started 
building my list from day 1, 
which allowed me to make 
money pretty fast in  
my business.

Create a digital product. 
Within 4 months of starting 
my blog, I had my first digital 
product up and running. And, 
since I already had a list,  

S

Brianna Berner, 
Spiked Parenting

I had people to launch it to. 
I credit this for the success 
that I had pretty early on  
in my business.

Learn SEO. I get a constant 
stream of traffic around the 
clock because I optimize 
everything for SEO. This also 
grows my list on autopilot, 
sending that traffic into my 
different evergreen funnels, 
which literally allows me to 
make money while I sleep. 
 I’m a total efficiency nerd, 
and this one and done 
content marketing strategy 
frees up so much of my 
time to grow my business in 
different ways.

SpikedParenting.com


3 2 3 Q9.

    aking action today is the very best thing you 

can do! Now more than ever, people are online,  

seeking out information, inspiration, and 

encouragement. You can be that person for 

them! The world needs you and the unique 

viewpoints and content you have to offer.  

Don’t listen to the lie that the blogging world is 

too saturated, the best of the best always rise to 

the top, and I believe that’s YOU!

T

Beth Anne 
Schwamberger, 

Brilliant Business Moms

brilliantbusinessmoms.com


3 2 4 Q9.

Jessie Festa, 
Jessie an a Journey

 specially if you’re at home more now, this is 

a great time to really dive into the foundation of 

your blogging business. Spend that extra time 

defining your mission and audience, setting up  

your website, creating your content plan, and 

crafting your business plan, so that as things 

slowly return to normal you’re ready to go. Also 

remember, more people are online than ever right 

now, so you’ll have an opportunity to get in front 

of a lot of eyeballs.

E

jessieonajourney.com


3 2 5 Q9.

Kristi McMillan, 
Paperless Boss

 on’t let fear hold you back.  

Not everyone will like you.... 

and that’s ok.

D

PaperlessBoss.com


3 2 6 Q9.

   ind a need and fulfill it. Too many bloggers start 

out with no direction at all, and ultimately feel 

burnt out when they’ve earned $1.37 by month 

6. If you find your niche from the start, content 

planning and monetization will come much easier.

F

Cody Berman & 
Julie Berninger, 

 Gold City Ventures

goldcityventures.com


3 2 7 Q9.

       ost people are spending a lot of time online-

-that includes your ideal audience! People are 

searching for entertainment, information, and 

expert advice in all areas. Start blogging and as 

you interact with readers, find out what they 

really need and are looking for. Then don’t be 

afraid to pivot a bit. Things will change over time, 

so be willing to learn and adapt.

M

Leesa Klich, MSc, 
LeesaKlich.com

LeesaKlich.com


3 2 8 Q9.

      nvest in yourself 

and take a course to 

start blogging instead 

of wasting valuable 

time trying to figure 

out everything on your 

own and then getting 

frustrated or losing hope.

Starting a blog is not 

hard but making money 

blogging can be if you 

don’t know what you are 

doing or don’t have the 

I

Amira Irfan, 
A Self Guru

right tips and strategies 

at your fingertips. That’s 

why the easiest way to 

start a blog and make 

money is by learning 

from other successful 

bloggers who have 

already achieved the 

success you desire.  

This truly speeds up 

 your progress and  

also saves you a lot  

of headache and time!

ASelfGuru.com


3 2 9 Q9.

       ry something new. Right now so many 

people are online, now is the time to grow 

your blog and social media.

T

Helene Sula, 
Helene In Between

heleneinbetween.com


3 3 0 Q9.

 o not try to do it all. As much as I know how 

tempting it can be to want to get it all done, don’t. 

We can achieve so much more by doing less and this 

is exactly what my free challenge helps with. It’s so 

easy to get told to do this and do that but the truth 

is that everyone has different circumstances and 

situations so what works for one person, may not 

work for you. What someone else is focusing on may 

not be what you should focus on. So it’s all about 

really taking a step back to see what you are wanting 

to accomplish and creating a strategy plan to help 

you get there.

D

Lucy Reyes, 
Cheers To Life Blogging

& Cheers To Blogging

CheersToLifeBlogging.com
CheersToBlogging.com


3 3 1 Q9.

 e intentional and keep going. 

That blog post could be the one 

that goes viral!

B

BreonnaQueen, 
Her Content Rocks

HerContentRocks.com/blog


3 3 2 Q9.

EbGargano, 
Productive Blogging

 o it! It will be the best 

decision you ever made!! 

But also, spend some time 

thinking carefully about your 

niche. A lot of niches are VERY 

competitive these days and it’s 

really really hard to stand out 

and rank on Google in those 

niches, especially when you 

are new... but there are also 

a lot of really under-served 

niches which have A LOT of 

potential. 

My top tip would be to do 

some keyword research on 

a wide range of topics that 

interest you and try to find a 

niche where you see relatively 

D little competition for a lot of 

the Google searches you try. 

Think about what real people 

are likely to be searching for 

and type that into Google. If 

you find a niche where you 

don’t get good answers to 

your search queries and/or 

the information you do find 

is poor quality, and makes 

you think ‘I could do so much 

better!’, that is a really good 

sign that that niche has very 

little competition... and a well 

presented, well researched, 

well written blog in that niche 

could do really well and be 

very profitable!

ProductiveBlogging.com


3 3 3 Q9.

 on’t be afraid, there’s no right or wrong. Only 

you are you, and your voice matters more than 

ever. Stay safe!

D

Cecilie Aslaksen, 
Mom Making Money at Home

MomMakingMoneyAtHome.com


3 3 4 Q9.

 on’t devalue your ideas. If you want to blog 

about a certain topic, but are scared because you 

think it’s a “supersaturated” niche, please don’t 

let that stop you. Your voice needs to be heard 

and you can only learn what people resonate with 

when you actually start your blog and getting 

those blog posts published.

D

Elaine Rau, 
Lady Boss Blogger

LadyBossBlogger.com


3 3 5 Q9.

    f you’re just starting out, focus on building your skills 

as a blogger by creating content consistently. 

Set a publication goal — I recommend publishing once 

a week at first. 

Aim for create the best-quality content you can. 

Give your content a structure, starting with a strong 

headline and ending with a call to action.

Add images! They’re processed 60,000 times faster 

than words. Use The Image Lab CORE course, inside 

the Genius Blogger’s Toolkit, to make scroll-stopping, 

brand-building visuals — even if you’re not a designer.

You’ve got this!

I

PamelaWilson, 
Big Brand System

BigBrandSystem.com


3 3 6 Q9.

 ust do it.  Don’t wait until you think you are 

ready.  Don’t try to find the perfect theme or wait 

until you have a certain number of posts.  You’ll 

figure it out as you go along.

J

Tonia Kendrick, 
Solopreneur Diaries

SolopreneurDiaries.com


3 3 7 Q9.

   ust do it. It’s easy to think we need to learn every 

single detail before we start and we need a perfect 

host and site. You can change things as you go but 

if you never start you’ll never succeed.

J

Lisa Sharp, 
Lisa Sharp Creative

lisasharpcreative.com


3 3 8 Q9.

 irst, stop thinking about it, and just do it. 

There are more tools and resources than ever 

before, that make getting started easier than ever.  

Second, focus on building your email list. Search 

and social media traffic are always changing.  

With email, you own your list and you can use it  

at anytime to communicate with your audience. 

F

Holly Reisem Hanna, 
The Work at Home Woman

TheWorkAtHomeWoman.com


3 3 9 Q9.

   hut out the noise and just get down to it. It may 

not be all rosy or smooth sailing but it’s definitely 

worth it when you can do something you enjoy,  

add value to others and also make money for 

yourself and your family.

S

Faith Lee, 
For Mommies By Mommy

ForMommiesByMommy.com


3 4 0 Q9.

Cindy Bidar, 
CindyBidar.com

   andemic or not, the two big mistakes I see new 

bloggers make are to only work at their blog when 

they feel inspired, and to want to include too  

many topics on a single website. Both of those  

things will make it much harder to gain a 

following. Instead, keep your focus narrow, and  

be consistent with your content. 

It takes time to build a blog, but if you put the 

effort in, it will pay off.

P

cindybidar.com


3 4 1 Q9.

WendyLugoSantiago, 
Digital Marketing LS | EG

 e patient and start.  I see a lot of people that 

don’t start because everything has to be perfect.  

You will make mistakes.  It’s how we learn.  Also, 

don’t throw in the towel if you do make mistakes.  

They will happen :).

B

digitalmarketinglseg.com/blog


3 4 2 Q9.

 ick a niche!  Focus is the key to success...a 

focueed niche, a focused monetization strategy, 

focusing on learning 1 skill at a time. And, be 

patient.

P

DebbieGartner, 

The Flooring Girl

TheFlooringGirl.com


3 4 3 Q9.

  h, this is SUCH a great time to begin a  

blog ... more people than ever are turning to the 

convenience and safety of the Internet to find 

reliable information. So my tip is to JUST START 

and then commit to one full year of regular posting 

and promotion. I think there are many, many 

opportunities for a brand new blogger, and there 

is no better time than now to begin. Just be sure 

to look to what people truly want and need help 

with, then provide real solutions to help them 

overcome their problems.

O

Jennifer Maker, 
JenniferMaker.com

JenniferMaker.com


3 4 4 Q9.

CarolineVencil 
& TracyLynn, 
Blogging On Point

 one in on your niche. Find specifically who 

you want to talk to and write to them. The more 

specific you are from the beginning, the easier 

it will be for you to grow your brand. Once you 

know who it is that you’re talking to, it’s so much 

easier to make products that will sell because  

you KNOW your people’s deepest, darkest 

problems and how to solve them. 

H

BloggingOnPoint.com


3 4 5 Q9.

     tay aware of your mental health. Mindset is 

going to play a big part in your eventual success 

or failure so stay in tune, build a network of 

supportive likeminded individuals and ask for 

help. Don’t tough it out on your own and don’t let 

your lizard brain talk you out of going after your 

dreams!

S

Robyn Roste, 
 Sage Media & Marketing

 & RobynRoste.com

sagemediamarketing.com
robynroste.com
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     f you’re looking to start  

a blog, there’s never been  

a better time. We’ve seen  

a huge return to traditional 

blogging and blog content 

during the pandemic, as 

proof that blogs are  

not dead.

I also believe that habits, 

passions and career changes 

that happened during the 

pandemic will carry on once 

this is all over, which will 

continue to increase the 

popularity of niches that 

were only doing ok until now.

I

Ana Skyes, 
The She Approach

So my advice is to look at 

what trends emerged out 

of this, to find a niche that 

speaks to the continuous 

needs and interests of  

the public. 

For example, a few niches 

that have done really well 

this year are: gardening, 

sustainable living, keto 

blogs, food blogs, diy & 

crafts, kids activities, 

homeschooling, decluttering 

and home organisation, self-

care and skincare, personal 

development as well as 

health and fitness.

TheSheApproach.com
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   irst of all, if you’re turning 

to blogging because you’ve 

been financially affected 

by the pandemic, I’d want 

you to start with the right 

expectations. Keep in mind 

that blogging is not a quick 

rich scheme. It does take 

a lot of hard work and 

nothing happens overnight, 

so don’t get discouraged 

if you don’t see results 

straight away. Keep going, 

don’t give up and with 

the right strategies and 

F

LucreziaIapichino, 
Blogging For New Bloggers

& Tiny Love Bug

commitment, you will be 

successful. Secondly, don’t 

put all your eggs in one 

basket. Try to diversify 

your income streams and 

avoid being reliant on one 

single strategy or platform. 

This pandemic  

has shown us how things 

can change drastically or 

close suddenly with no 

notice. You always want 

 to have as many parachutes 

as possible and have a  

plan B for everything. 

bloggingfornewbloggers.com
tinylovebug.com/
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     ind a solid community. Starting a blog without a 

community backing you up and helping you learn 

is going to be a struggle. You need other people 

who are going through the same things and know 

the ropes so you don’t struggle alone. There are  

so many communities out there that are  

determined to help you on this journey.

F

Thrive, 
ThriveTogether.blog

thrivetogether.blog
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 on’t worry so much about how it looks. We 

tend to spend a lot of time on branding, fancy 

websites, and then get burnt out before we even 

start writing. You can always make it prettier  

later. Just start writing, or filming and creating 

content, that’s what blogging is all about.

D

Nadalie Bardo, 
NadalieBardo.com

& It’s All You Boo

nadaliebardo.com
itsallyouboo.com
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 y advice for someone starting their blog is to 

do their research to ensure they find out what 

platform would work best for their blog. That is 

key. Preferably a platform like Wordpress.org  

is a good one.

M

Emmanuela Okon, 
Style By Emmanuela

stylebyemmanuela.com
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 nvest in education and accept 

that reinvention of some kind will 

be part of your progress!

I

Abigail King, 
Inside The Travel Lab

insidethetravellab.com
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   ocus on creating content that will be really 

helpful and applicable to people. Solve problems 

for them and make their lives easier. Get into the 

habit of creating solid content consistently, and 

then worry about the other stuff like tweaking 

your site design or aggressively trying to grow 

your social channels.

F

AbbyLawson, 
Just a Girl and Her Blog

justagirlandherblog.com
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  ust ONE. Focus on our zone of genius. operating in your 
zone of genius mean?

This means:

• Structuring your business model not on what’s new or 
trendy but on where and how you show up best.

It’s about building a business around what comes  
naturally to you first before considering outsourcing  
core elements.

• Being aware of what helps you attract your ideal 
customer and what sets you apart from others in the 
same niche as yours.

You can’t build a personal brand if you do what others 
tell you to do and ignore your strengths.

Defy MORE and do Minimum Viable.

Defy others’ business models, and do YOU.

J

Meera Kothand, 
MeeraKothand.com

MeeraKothand.com
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    tick with it. Give it time and don’t 

give up. People need to hear what 

you have to say!

S

Laura Rike, 
LauraRike.com

laurarike.com/blog


WE HOPE YOU  
 ENJOYED THIS 

EBOOK!


